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A Tory Convention was held at Belfast on i Penobscot;—The Whigs of the County of
for the whole, is in itself a handsome fortune., is not fully ascertained, and it is probably imCarpenter was, however, faithful to the Jack-1 possible to ascertain it with accuracy. The the 9th ihst. for the purpose of nominating a Penobscot met in Convention at Dexter, on
son cause, and though the sacrifice was receipts in 1831, were $2,452 16 only. In
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
Candidate for Member of Congress. After the the 7th inst. Waldo T. Pierce of Bangof
considerable, his exertions were also con-; 1832, $30,957 56, and in 1833, $23,643 11.
JAMES K. REMICH.
Convention had been organized, a commit-1 and Richard K. Rice Of Foxcroft, were
siderable.
He
was
in
the
legislature
a
Whether
this
and
how
much,
if
any,
was
for
Office on the Main-Street.—opposite the Meeting-House.
noisy demagogue, and bullied and blustered sales previous to January, 1831, is altogether te<e was appointed to receive and examine the ' nominated as candidates for Senators, and
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
much. Still he was not satisfied, but de- uncertain, and it is equally so as to what credentials of members. This committee re Abner Taylor of Bangor for County Treas
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—manded and received as a further compen- debts are still due upon the sales. The
urer.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
sation for his apostacy, the collectorship of; Treasurer (Harris) in his report of 31st Dec. tired, and after an absence of about an hour,
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No Castine. Whether his rapacity here was too j 1833, states that “ previous to Rose’s death, carne in and reported a list of delegates duly
Immediately after the business of thd
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub bold and palpable, or whether he was tired ! the Treasurer of the State, at the instance of returned and also that two sets of delegates County Convention was closed, a Convention!
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
of public life, he has retired, and is living the Governor and Council, repaired to Thom had appeared from Montville and claimed of delegates; from the towns nnmons'inocomposing th«
the
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for splendid upon his fortune.
aston, and received from him securities aPenobscot and Somerset Congressional Dis
their
seats
—
-the
right
of
which
the
Commit

any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
mounting
to
about
$100,000,
on
which
a
INVESTIGATOR.
small amount has been received on the same tee were unable to determine and referred trict, was organized. Edward Kent pfBan
charged for its insertion.
The following No. of“ Investigator” de as will appear by the schedule herewith an the subject to the committee of the whole. gor was nominated for Congress. A Com
.From the Portland Advertiser
serves an attentive perusal. The “ prodigal nexed,”*
A Mr. Angier and a Mr. Atkinson,, in behalf mittee was appointed to draft an address to!
The Treasurer adds “ a considerable por
ity,” to use no worse term, there disclosed,
of
the first, and Elder Knowlton, in behalf of the Electors of the District—a series of reso
NO. 6.
must, to say the least, excite a spirit of inqui tion of the above demands has been long due, the second delegation, then went into expla lutions was adopted and the Convention Clos
UNPARALLELED PRODIGALITY.
and
stifl
falling
due
and
solicitations
from
ry in the honest of both parties, which is very
Vendidit hie pal/iam auro, Doininumque potentum, desirable, as every instance of prodigality no various sources soliciting further indulgence nations, &c., in the course of which it was ed “ with three cheers for Peleg Spraguè*
How much the Treasurer shown that the meeting which chose the first the noble defender of the Constitution and
Imposuit : Fix it leges pretio, atque refix it.”—Vikg. ticed is susceptible of proof—and we feel as for payment.’’
values these demands, long since due and soli
sured
that
all
who
will
take
the
trouble
of
in

The Mantuan bard in his catalogue of
citations forfurther indulgences, may be deter delegation was the largest. The Convention, Laws.” Between three find four hundred
criminals who were suffering in the infernal i vestigation will be convinced of the fact..
mined when he estimates the receipts from the after much wrangling and many ineffectual delegates attended the Convention.
re'gions for their respective crimes, selects I
NO. 7.
one here, who sold his country to a tyrant, \ The people should not be deluded with the public lands for 1834, embracing land sold and motions, decided to reject the first and re
The Tory papers make a great noise about
to be sold at $25,000 only. Tt is disclosure of ceive the second delegation. The Belfast
and made and repealed laws for a bribe. belief '
"
Ä 8100,000. «biefly in.
d^nds Left in the
a
circular
which trh€y say has been circulated
How far any in Maine fall within either of ! all the expenses of the Government of this hands of the Land Agents, and no measures Advocate gives th^e following narrative of rhe
these descriptions, the history of our public I State. The receipts oi 1833 were $144,878 71 taken to effect or secure their payment, is in subsequent proceedings of the Convention :— by the Whig Central Committee of this State.
lands, public money, and N. E. Boundary, and the expenditures very little less, as the itself proof of a negligence so gross, that it “ John F. H. Angier, Esq. then rose and observed Whether such a circular has been distributed
will define. It matters not whether the ty cash in the treasury at the commencement deserves no better name than a palpable fraud. that the same system of outrage and wrong was or not we are unable to say. We consider
rant is a domestic, or foreign one,—and it is of the year was less by $2,361 11 only than Why are not these demands immediately re practiced upon the people of Montville at the last the declaration of the Tory papers that it haSj
equally unimportant whether gold or office is at the close. As no extraordinary disburse mitted to the Treasury where they belong ? annucil Convention ; but then they were silent.—
We
the price of patriotism. It is equally “ sold” ments were required in this year, it is proba These Land Agents'should be held to a rigid This year every pains had been taken, as he con as evidence of no validity whatever.
in the one case as the other. If there is any ble that our ordinary expenses will not fall responsibility, and quarterly, if not monthly ceived, to proceed with the utmost fairness in the have seen none of them. Similar circulars
difference in the enormity, it is greatest in short in future of $450,000. The public returns of all their doings should be made primary meeting, as they had so made appear have been for years distributed by Commithim who sells his country for office, as the lands have been our chief resource in Supply to the Treasury Department. What ! $100,- before the Convention, still their delegates were
crime in this case is more difficult of detec ing the deficiency of the funds accruing by 000 in old demands in the hands of a Land set aside and dismissed from the Convention; tees of the Jackson party, and the major part
before leaving his seat he would announce to of these Committees have usually been officetion, and more dangerous in its consequences. direct taxation. These lands have been Agent on his death bed ? Where is the res but
the Convention and the party, that he was auIf the Whigs have issued such cirWe have before shown, in brief, that the squandered as we have seen, and when the ponsibility—on whose head does the guilt thorized to say that Gen. Wm. Ayer, Benj. F.|
Bank Tax, 20,000—the Militia Money, $132,- whole shall be gone, which must shortly be fall? Who are those solicitous of further White, Joseph Woodman, Guy McAllister and I culars they have doubtless been compelled to
000, both pretended to have been assigned for the case, the State tax must be increased indulgence for these old demands
The J. F. H. Angier renounced the party for ever, for | resort to the measure in self-defence.—Will
a school fund, has all been squandered—that nearly three fold. No regard at all has been , names of such delinquents are annually re- they could submit to such accumulated wrongs
the twenty townships for the same object is paid to tins consideranon ; and instead of livd . the Treasur‘e,. of ti)e United States and outrages no longer ; and with that the first any Tory paper deny that circulars very sim^
entirely “ in the fog”—that the lands already ing upon our income, we have been living up-;i 1to Congress
~
J —Why this neglect here ? Is
■ •-it delegation left the house, Mark L. Chase crying ilar to those which they say are circulated by
out, if we can get rid of them so easily let um go,
sacrificed for the State House, are now worth on the capital from which
JJIVIJ this
LIJ1O Iliuvinv
II*
..
. _ -------- -------- * 1------ I -- ---------------- □
income OLIV7L<XVL
should II too delicate
a matter
to expose their names ? and then all the Mark Chases grinned and shew the Whig Central Committee are distributed
more than three fourths of a million, and that have been derived. When an individual ex Are not the People to be allowed to know
very plentifully by Jackson State and County
at the end of the year our State debt will have pends all the income of his farm, without who their debtors are ? Away with this fas their teeth. But those gentlemen were not alone
feeling,—a stifled expression of disapprobation Committees ? Let them deny this satisfacto
been trebled. We heartily wish that this was saving something for casualties, deterioration, tidiousness. Let us see—give us light. We in
and disgust was uttered in many parts of the
the darkest part of the picture. We regret or growing expenditures, he is pronounced would like to see the list of those, who, long house at a measure so anti-democratic and unjust. rily before they say more on this subject—let
sincerely to be obliged to disclose and expose unthrifty, but if he is, besides, selling off from ago, purchased our lands for a mere trifle, and
R. C. Johnson then took the floor, and in an them remove the beam from their own eye
a corruption and rapacity scarcely paralleled year to year parts and parcels of this farm to now that lands are quick and at their value, impassioned harangue told the Convention that before they make so much noise concerning
even in the Post Office Department. And support his family, we set him down as a are soliciting delays. “Hereby hangs a tale” he was not satisfied with the last vote—some
the mote that is in their neighbor’s eye<
if these disclosures should implicate men of prodigal, fast approaching to bankruptcy.
and it will disclose how some of these favor thirty members had not voted at all—he demand
high standing and character, it will be our
But the State is doing worse than all this. ite debtors of the State, have paid for their ed the yeas and nays,—that every member should
Lincoln.—Whig Conventions for Lincoln
stand forth, and answer when called, that it
duty as the faithful “ investigator,” to “ go a- The State debt has been increased more than indulgences.
INVESTIGATOR.
might be seen who are the men ready to sanc County and Lincoln Congressional District
head.” Is there any one who believes or threefold. We have used the militia money,
tion the procedure ; and unless that was done he
dares to assert that all is right in the financial the Bank tax and the public lands to an enor
*This amount appears to be $3,999 06.
must decline any further action in the Conven were held at Wiscasset on the 7th inst. At
department of the State, we invite, nay we mous amount, and still this State debt has
tion ! The thermometer under this burst of feel the former Lucius Barnard of Aina ; Wm.
solicit him to stand forth in its defence. If he been constantly and rapidly accumulating.
THE POST OFFICE REPORTS.
ing rose rapidly ; the democracy were in convul McLellan of Warren ; Benjamin Randall
can make even a tolerable or plausible case, More than fifty thousand dollars borrowed
The Tory presses are agonized by the fact sions and surged to and fro like a drunken man ;
this very year—and for what ? To what that Mr. Sprague has received a large num we thought the spirit of confusion was about to of Bathj and Stephen H. Read of Lewiston
we shall rejoice and be exceeding glad.
On the 4th March, 1825, Mr. Adams’ad beneficial purpose has this money gone, or is ber of the Post Office Reports from Washing reign unrepressed and irrepressible.—But fortu were nominated as candidates for State Sen
ministration commenced, and at that time it to go ?
ton, which were sent on to him by the Sec nately for the tory interest, the hour of one had
Let us take a look at the management to retary of the Senate, being his part of the passed, and a motion to adjourn to two o’clock ators, and Wm. M. Boyd of Wiscasset for
a plan was organized to resist or defeat him
and elect Gen Jackson. A party in this State purchase up partisans,—and see what this Post' Office Reports not ready for distribu was hastily put and carried, and the members County Treasurer. At the latter, Jeremiah
was brought into the measure under the su purchasing has cost the State. We have tion at the adjournment of Congress. Mr. rushed out, with dissatisfaction and chagrin de Bailey of Wiscasset was nominated as a
perintendance and management of the Ex- looked at the case of Carpenter—let us now Shepley, we presume, has received a similar picted in their faces, and many angrily express candidate for Member of Congress.
their disaffection and determination not to re
Minister, who was to bring about the State cast an eye towards his coadjutor Iri$h. In quota, which, we have no doubt, he will keep ing
turn.
and receive his reward. The revenues of the 1 1833 Gen. Irish commenced his agency and to himself. Every Senator, Whig or Tory, is
On coming together in the afternoon, Mr.
Éastern Senatorial District.—A Con
State were to be brought in aid of the meas- j was paid $240 50. In 1824 he received $100 entitled to an equal share of this, a public Johnson’s motion to take the yeas and nays pre
vention of delegates from the several towns
ure, and the public lands were to be made the and pays into the Treasury $1000.—In 1825 document.
vailed, when the previous vote admitting elder
great engine to effect the object. Agents and he
’ “ paid in 870 77 and received his salary
The franking privilege is for the benefit of Knowlton’s delegates to seats was confirmed, 55 composing this district was held,- by adjourn
sub agents were to be appointed with the $1000. In 1826 he paid in $1000 and re the people, rather than for the benefit of the to 52.
ment, at Eastport, on the 7th inst. Moses
The Convention, being thus at length organi
means to grant facilities and indulgences to ceived his salary the same sum, $1000. In members of Congress. By this a poor man
Fuller of Lubec was unanimously nomina
whomsoever were of easy virtue and loose 1827 he paid in $13,037 34 and received $900 gets a document “ free,” upon which other zed, proceeded to ballot for a candidate for Con
patriotism. At first the agent or sub agent salary. In 1828 he paid 3,202 and received wise, the postage would be heavy. Hence gress.—There being no concerted opposition to ted as a candidate for State Senator.
might sell at a moderate price choice lands $1000. Thus his whole payments into the I the cry of the Augusta Age is all froth. To Mr. Hall, he received nearly all the votes, and
will be the Tory candidate at the approaching
Somerset.—The Whigs of Somerset Co^
selected by the purchaser, without much ar treasury for five years are $18,110 16 and his i1 tax
lllA public
LJUUilV documents
.. W/U ... '■*' «W with
...... postage, would
.. W..J election.
guing on the part of the agent. At length compensation is $4,240 50, which deducted confine their circulation to the rich and shut
A County Convention was then organized for met in Convention at Norridgewock on the
this purchaser must have a contract to ex makes our net receipt from him $13,869 66. out the poor, which is what the Tories desire, the choice of candidates for the Senate, &c. 14th inst. About 300 regular delegates attend
plore for, or construct a road. Thus offdal Yet it appears by official documents that this so far as this document is concerned. It is The tories appeared to regret the secession from
ly employed, he obtains the means of examin same Mr. Irish during his agency sold 140,- the duty of Mr. Sprague to circulate these their ranks of the Montville delegation, and at ed. Perfect unanimity and much enthusiasm
ing the public lands at the public expense, 309 acres of the public lands for $35,504 90. official documents among the people, and tempted to woo theiff back by voting them seats prevailed. The Convention confirmed the
Included in this sale is the 11,500 acres to we have no doubt that he will do it, no in this Convention. And here we give a debate nomination of Edward Kent for member of
and he seldom fails to profit by his office.
To illustrate this, take a single case.—Josh Col. Carpenter, worth more at that time than matter how much the tories froth about it. which followed that motion, as a specimen of the Congress, and nominated Levi Johnson of
decorum, order, decency and good feeling which
ua Carpenter, known as Col. Carpenter, was double the sum for which he sold the whole
Portland Advertiser.
characterized this assemblage of Tories calling Canaan, and Obed Wilson of Bingham, as
never heard of until just before the com 140,309 acres. Indeed, it was well under
themselves democrats. Mark L. Chase, who
mencement of Mr. Adams’ administration. stood at the time, that Carpenter sold the one
Melancholy Accident.—Il is with deep re most every body will recollect as the noisy Rep State Senators, and Mark S. Blunt of Nor
half
of
his
purchase
far
below
its
then
esti

We first find him in the County of Oxford, a
gret that we have to record the sudden death resentative from Frankfort last winter, inquired ridgewock, as County Treasurer.
vagrant sort of man, officiating with a stud mated value, and though he thereby obtained of two colored women, occasioned by the if those gentlemen were to be received into the
horse. In May 1825, (mark the date) we find ( his one fourth of this township for nothing— upsetting of a boat, on Monday, 18th instant, Convention as democrats—they had declared in
Topping Corn.—A writer in the Northern
him purchasing of the Land Agent (Irish,)
still this accommodation was as ‘hush money’ i near
il
Ii —
near AYUg
XX
Hog AaidlJU«
Island.
A call
sail boat IJUVHIg
having on the district Convention their secession from the
1058 acres of land for $211 60. ]In June of to a friend who invented the scheme, and j board four colored persons, left the city on party, and for ffiis part he wanted no dead chil Farmer, an agricultural paper, states that the
...... H|,
______
_ _D. Carpenter
___ , pur... • contributed to perfect the bargain. T/
J afternoon of the 18th inst. on a pleasure dren hanging to him. Capt. Odom of Prospect, common method of topping corn early is ati
It may ' the
theHsame
year, we find
J. &
chasing
a. •for ...$202
—457 a. for- $190
that Irish was honest in all this and' excul8ion. From the high state Of the wind, called him to order, and requested that “ Mark injurious one. Stalks, he says, never ought
---------- c, - 337
...
- ■ . —. be said
.siw-L a. for $74—Joshua
-r .
1 that this sacrifice of the public lands was but} and the boat being without ballot, she be L. Chase might be put down and not allowed to
270 a. for $130—374
to be cut until the Corn has come to maturity
____ unmanageable, and when about 200 blackguard members of the Convention better
Carpenter in November same year, 14,520 a. the sin of ignorance. It may be so, but Gen.!came
than he is.” 1 think (returned Mark) if on that or is ready to harvest. It will ripen soon
Irish
could,
before
his
return
from
Bangor,
!
yards
from
Hog
Island,
was
upset.
One
of
for $8250—and J. & D. Carpenter 1920 a.for
ground we are not permitted to speak, neither of
’ men, Charles
rsi._..i
.i. us will have much to say—that gentleman is a er without cutting the stalks and is less liable
$576_Jline 1826, J. & D. Carpenter, 507 a. have sold this land for about $3000 more. the
Foote, .....
was enabled to-----reach
for $521 —1828, Joshua Carpenterl66a.for He was before his appointment reputed poor. the shore, and his companion, Enoch McLel fed------You lie, damn you, Mark Chase, 1’11
to be injured by early frosts. He adds that
$150.83—of Daniel Rose, Agent, Jan. 1829, His whole compensation for his services as lan, after attempting in vain to save the wo flog you for that, you damned rascal—I wont be the average loss by cutting stalks exceeds 12
Joshua Carpenter 86 a. for $82 66. With- reported at the Treasury, was $4,240 50 only, men, clung to the boat, till almost completely called a fed,” vociferated the captain ; and then
in these respective periods, this same Carpen- scarcely sufficient to support his family, for exhausted he was rescued from his perilous came one of Mark’s heroic periods. “ Mr. Pres bushels per acre, and that the' 'corn weighs
ter was 'representative from Howland, and the time and yet after this, he was reputed condition. The wife of Mr. Foote and Mrs. ident 1 am a true son of Columbia, and am not less by orfe pound per bushel. - « . agent on the Mattanawcook Road ; and it rich. We say he was so reputed and certain Elizabeth Green of Boston were drowned. to be frightened Irom my duty for fear of a link
”
A Public Dinner was given to:.: Messrs.
seems that in settling his accounts in 1828, it is he lived in a style quite disproportioned In the evening, their bodies were brought to ing.
The Chair then inquired of the rejected dele
to
his
former
means.
That
he
has
grossly
this city, and were interred on the afternoon gates from Montville if they still claimed their Webster and Silsbee, Senators ih Con- ■ ■
there was found due atid paid to him $104393 as a balance of his accounts. Whether squandered the public property admits of no of the following day. Mrs. Foote belonged standing /and connexion with the party ? When gress from Massachusetts, on «Thursday of
the Colonel paid for all these purchases in doubt, and if he has feathered his own nest, to this city. The deceased were young wo Samuel Atkinson, the Chairman of the first meet last week. “ It was,” says the Salem Gazette/
his services on this road, and brought the by plucking the public, he certainly could men—Mrs. Foot’s age 22—Mrs Green’s 2L ing and one of the rejected delegates, came for “ beyond comparison the greatest festive
Portland Advertiser.
State in debt besides, in the above sum, we not have confided in a more suitable mentor
ward, and with a mean, miserable, craven spirit, meeting that has ever been held in old Essex?’’
worthy only of a whiffling, double-faced, shilly About 900 Whigs sat down at thq.table which
have not the me^ns to ascertain. His pur than Col. Carpenter.
Sea Serpent ! ! /—We understand that yes shally politician and tory, confessed himself to “ was graced with the presence of many'em
At any rate, Gen. Irish, on his appointment
chases amount in the aggregate to 16,395i
acres at the sum of $10,378 29. Nothing in to the Agency, became a partisan and devo terday afternoon about 2 o’clock, the crew the party, pocketed the outrage of the morning inent citizens.—Messrs. Webster and Silsbee,the account of the Land Agents, that we tee of William P. Preble, and an active sub and passengers of the Portsmouth Packet, and slunk into his seat.—The other five of the the guests of the day ; the Governor and Lt<?
Capt. Goodrich, had a distant view of the Sea delegation, viz. Gen. Wm. Ayer, J. F. H. An Governor of the Commonwealth; Mr- Evans
have been able to discover, will give us any agent in the cause of Jackson.
Benj. F. White, Jos. Woodman, and Guy
But with a further view of this squandering Serpent, when within about 8 miles of Na gier,
information what amount of these purchases
McAllister, citizens of the first respectability in of Maine; Messrs. Choate, Everett, Bates,hant.
There
seemed
to
be
no
doubt
among
let us look at the aggregate of these transac
finally found its way into the treasury.
Montville, stood up like true-hearted Americans Lincoln and Reed, Representatives in Con
30 credible witnesses of his existence. The —like freemen jealous of their rights—aye, like gress from that State ; B. T. Pickman, Presi
One fact in regard to this transaction with tions down to the 6th January, 1831.
The whole amount of sales deducting the monster was about 20 rods off when first seen ; the Whigs of’76, and spurned the offer thus dent of the State Senate ; J. T. Austin, At
Irish will, we should think, stamp the char
acter of hisqpatriotism as well as that of the grants was 660,404 acres, and the considera and his head was about the size of a barrel, made them at the price of honor and of self-re torney General, and many others.”
Many excellent sentiments Were given.
Agent with whom he negotiated. The 11,- tion $182,648 79 cents. The quantity here was elevated 3 or 4 feet above the surface of spect, This spectacle was not without its effect.
There are many Whigs in the Tory ranks, and Speeches were made by Messrs. Silsbee and
520 acres, being halt of township No. 3, 3d sold up to January, 1831, is equal to 28 town the water.
He seemed to be frightened at the noise of in that Convention had their feelings awakened Webster of the U. S. Senate, Choate, Reed,
range west of the monument, was known by ships of six miles square, making the proper
the Agent to be an excellent tract. Irish deductions. When a single one of them, of > the boat, and the exclamations of those on at the noble choice of these gentlemen, and their Bates, Lincoln and Everett of the U. S. House
We trust are fast opening to a correct view of Representatives and Mr. Davis, Governor
was at Bangor in October, 1825, and was of equal value with Carpenter’s purchase, is board, and withdrew his head beneath the eyes
the Tory party and of Tory principles.
fered a dollar per acre, which would have worth eight dollars per acre, and would have surface, passing rapidly through the water at of The
voting for a Senatorial candidate then of the Common wealth, Judge Mcllvaine of
been $11,550. He refused it on the ground paid the whole consideration of all the twen the rate of 15 or 20 knots an hour. He ap commenced—on the fourth ballot, Doctor Burn Pennsylvania and Mr. Evans, Representative
that he had no authority to sell at private sale. ty eight I It is indeed said that Carpenter peared to be about one hundred feet in length. ham of Unity was elected first Senator, and for from Kennebec District, in this State. Let
There seemed to be no doubt in the minds a second, after two or three ballotings, Mr. Jo ters from ex-President Adams, Peleg Sprague
He went home and was immmediately fol was offered five dollars per acre, and refused
lowed by Carpenter or his Agent, and on the to take even twice that sum. This $182,648- of any on board, that this was the veritable seph Miller of Lincolnville, was deelared/chosen. of this State, Mr. Gorham, Representative
Mr. Williamson’s friends stuck to him to the last, from Boston, Mr. Robbins, Senator from
19th November, and with the same or no oth 79 cents is, by no means, the true sum real monster.—Boston Mercantile Journal.
and indeed Elder Knowlton’s party exerted Rhode Island, Messrs. Baylies and Jackson,
er authority, it was sold to Carpenter for 75 ized for these lands. From this is to be de
Fire.—One of the buildings of the U. S. what little influence they had to procure his Members of Congress from Massachusetts^
cents per acre, amounting to $8,250, and the ducted Agencies, sub-agencies, Surveys, &c.
very next day Carpenter sold the one half of his &c. making heavy deductions from the con Arsenal at Augusta—a dwelling house occu nomination, but to no avail—they both had to go and others, who had been invited to partici
neither the services of the former as President pate ih the festivities of the day, but were
purchase for the full amount of what the whole sideration contracted to be paid. But this is pied by the family of an officer,—was des —
of the Senate, or the gfeat experience of the lat
had cost him ! We shall not animadvert on not all. What evidence have the public that troyed by fire on Sunday night last. The ter, could save them—they were doomed to be prevented by unavoidable engagements frortS
attending, were read. The company separa
the conduct of the Agent in this transaction. we have not sustained losses from insolven walls of the building were of stone, which numbered among the “ rejected.”
By the influence of Mr. Reuel Williams, and cies ?—or that the sums still due are in safe were very considerably injured. All the
Frye, Hall, Esq. was then nominated for Regis ted at about 10 o’clock in she evening, highly
if we rightly recollect, on his report Mr. Irish hands ? We are told that some sales have wood work was entirely consumed. The ter ¿f Deeds and County Treasurer, and the gratified with the occurrences of the day.
obtained a legislative plaster, which cured the been secured by mortgage only, while the ob loss must have been considerable.
Convention broke up.”
Edward Everett.—The Boston Atlas ob
Gardiner Intelligencer. defect in his authority, and made them, both ject of the purchase was nothing but the tim
It is stated that Commodore Porter has serves, “ We have learned with much regret
seller and purchaser, as we suppose, honest ber, and after the purchaser had stripped off
The Virginia Argus has changed its editor and suffered an attack of paralysis, which has de that Mr. Everett has resigned his seat as rep
men. Be this as it may, the part reserved by that, the mortgage would not be worth a rush.
resentative from Middlesex.”
Carpenter after the sale of th® one half to pay The quantity of land sold since January, 1831, its politics, and has coma out bold in the Whig prived him of the use of speech.
cause.
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the guardians of their own rights, to correct ¡ currency has produced this change. It was
It is a /act, that since he has seized upon
COMMUNICATIONS
the evil. Look to it then, that on the com not called for by the people or their represen
the public funds, our national credit and cur
tatives. When Gen. Jackson submitted the
ing election you do your duty.
rency have been prostrated, our laborers and
For the Gazette & Palladium.
From the Portland Advertiser.
questions relating to the United States Bank,
A Jackson man, without a Collar.
mechanics, and enterprising men of all grades
to both houses of Congress, they both deci
and descriptions, in vast numbers, have been
NO. 8.
TO
THE
PEOPLE
OF
YORK
COUNTY.
For the Gazette & Palladium.
ded against him. And it is believed the peo
thrown upon the world, with destitute fami
UNPARALLELED PRODIGALITY.
An important election is approaching. On
ple will also decide against him. It is ex
lies, without resource, to beg or starve.
We have seen and examined Gen. Irish’s de
A writer in the last Saco Democrat, whom pected that those who hold office, upon the
Jt is a fact, that more than $4000 have the 8th of September you will be called on to
fence in regard to the transaction with Carpen
choose your Governor, Senators and Repre we suppose to be the “ Reporter,” complains condition of fidelity to the party, will go
ter. It is contained in what is called his “ vin been paid to one platoon of Gen. Jackson’s sentatives for the ensuing year. Much de
dication” (in 1828) against the charges respecting ¡ army of office-holders, for the collection of pends on the selection you make, for good of the Address adopted at the Whig Conven- , very far to sustain him in his errors. It is
tion at Alfred, on the 12th inst. because it human nature. But it is radically wrong,
about ÇUVv
$800 vl
of UULHlV
public IvVUliUUi
revenue, (Il
at the
LIlw port
Uvl v of)
i*
*1
11
1 ’l l
his official conduct, by Gorham Parks. In this , ClUUUl
fLnti
*1than
i-x I I n x*csfour
nnt/4
N. Y.-more
dollars paid °r for evd, to yourselves and your children, says, that “ as a people we did not act ration- Ij that they should hold their offices by such a
he introduces the Report of Mr. Reuel Williams, Genesee, 1\>T
On your decision at that time may depend in ally in electing Gen. Jackson to the Presiden i tenure. Here, too, there should be some de
as Chairman of a Joint Committee of the Legis for the collection of less than one dollar.
It
lature, recommending the Healing Resolve un
It is
is aa fact, that whilst Gen. Jackson has a great degree, whether our Constitution and cy.” This he considers as a fundamental er gree of permanence. That subordinate offider which the General shelters himself. The expressed great apprehension of public offi-1 Laws’ °“r, Republican institutions and that ror in the Whigs, in assuming that the peo-;I cers may feel and act like freemen, and not
charge was that he refused to sell at a higher | cers in elections, under other administrations,, g onous Liberty which was purchased by the pie as a body, sometimes act contrary to rea- jI feel that they are mere tenants at sufferance.
price, viz: $1 per acre at Bangor, on the pre- (I he has appointed and rewarded more officers, blood of, our
sha11 be Preserved and son. Now I assume it as a truth, that the It is despotism in fact. And I lament to see
text that he had no authority, and then without I¡exclusively for their partizan zeal, under his sustained, or whether we shall tamely yield people of this country are in some respects,I1 an independent man thus bound and fettered,
further authority he sells to Carpenter for 75 cts. |¡administration, than all the Presidents we uPour rights and privileges as freemen, and like the people of other countries. That they hugging his chains, and because misery loves
The report of this Committee is any thing but a !
submit to be governed by the will and caprice
vindication of the Agent. It legalizes the sale have ever had, put together—he has done of one man. We have indeed fallen upon came into the world in a state of ignorance, company, attempting to rivet the same chains
and with the common infirmities of our na upon others.
made by ah agent who transcended his authori more than all of them to bring the influence
The writer ought to know that there is an
ty. Its apology for the sale, that no lands in of the general government into contact with evil times. The men in office from Jackson ture, liable to be misinformed by others, and
down to his lowest subalterns, have set up to be led astray from truth by their passions essential difference, between an erroneous
the vicinity had been sold higher—when Irish the freedom of elections.
claims
and
put
forth
pretensions
for
Execu

himself might have sold this higher by 25 per cent,
and appetites. This is according to our expe conclusion and a breach of veracity, and he
It is a fact, that Gen. Jackson is the only
with just the same authority with which he did man who has ever been elected to the tive power, which if permitted to be exer rience and observation. This is true, or else ought to hesitate before he charges a large
cised,
will
make
the
people
the
merest
vas

sell it, is indeed a very lame one, and would be presidential chair, who has attempted to usurp
the Bible is not true, for that holds that all assembly of his fellow citizens, of all occupa
a very extraordinary one, but that the Chairman supreme authority—who has set up his mere sals and slaves. Every portion of our coun men are liable by nature to go astray ; and tions, pursuits and professions, with giving
of the Committee had a strong interest to keep
try is now deeply suffering from that mis we have understood that the Reporter does utterance or sanction to a “ barefaced false
down the price of the public lands which has arbitrary will in opposition to the oft express rule and series of despotic acts, which has
since been preeminently served in the sales for ed will of the people’s representatives in Con marked the course of our Government the not contest the truth or authority of the Bible, hood.” It is no great mark of skill io use
and we hope he will not permit his political I such epithets ; nor is it the best evidence
gress—who has turned his back upon, and
the public buildings at Augusta.
past year. Whether these usurpations, which zeal to lead him, indirectly, to violate its pre- j that the person who uses them feels fortified
If, as the Committee seem to insinuate, Irish shut his ears against, the cries and petitions
would fiot sell at Bangor because the location of the people for relief—and refused to listen have literally made the land pale, shall be cepts, by knowingly misrepresenting others,; by the integrity of his motives or the justice
was not completed, and this is part of the apolo to, or redress their grievances, brought upon continued or not, you must decide at the or giving currency to sentiments which the j of the cause he espouses.
gy, it presents this ridiculous absurdity—he sold them by his indulgence in the fierce and vin ballot boxes.
Bible condemns, for the sake of flattering the/
On the one hand you have nominated people, in order to obtain their votes.
after he was ready at a less sum than was offer dictive passions of which he is the slave.
For the Gazette & Palladium.
for
Governor,
Robert
P.
Dunlap,
a
man
who
ed beforehand he certainly, if this was the reas
Ifa republic is the best form of government,
It is a fact, that Gen. Jackson has done
on, had no sort of occasion for thisfie«/zng Resolve. more towards the subversion of our republi was once an ultra-Federalist—then a Win- and that it is I have no doubt, the people have
THE CANDIDATES.
A Mr. Bean was surveyor who brought, the sur
gateite—sometimes for Adams then for JackThe Saco Democrat has at last come out
vey to Irish at Gorham, and whb could have giv can institutions, the prostration of our laws, i son—distinguished for nothing but his vanity been in the wrong most of the time since govern
en him every information in regard to the land, the destruction of our liberties, and the ruin ! and self-conceit, his aristocratic feeling, and ments Were established. For most of the time with a puff in favor of Jere. Goodwin, and
had he not been in league with Carpenter. It of our citizens, and the general demoraliza purse-proud arrogance. Since he became they have been governed by monarchs and McIntire, Clark and Green, the 4th of July
despots. The republican people of Rome ap candidates—and a poor one it is. Their can
does not appear that Mr. Reuel Williams’ Com tion and degradation of the country, than any
Governor, he has done little else than to reg plauded the elevation of Caesar to a throne. didates, it says, are “ the mere instruments by
mittee ever examined Bean upon the subject of other man ever did.
this charge against Irish. It seems also by their
And, it is a fact—a fact that is creditable to ister the decrees of a few reckless partizans, The republican people of France hailed with !I which the people effect their wishes.” And
report that the bargain1 was closed in November, a large portion of the original supporters of who are seeking to manage the affairs of the enthusiasm the elevation of Bonaparte to the Ij further, “ it is of but little consequence who they
1825,at $8250, payable one fourth in June 1827, Gen. Jackson, that as patriots and friends of State for their own benefit, and to grasp at all station of Consul for life, and then to the sta are, provided they are willing to obey the
one fourth in June 1828, one fourth in June 1829, their country, they have abandoned bis cause the offices.
tion of Emperor. The Reporter will not de- I instructions of the people.” Now every body
and the other in June 1830, without interest until and withdrawn from his ranks, in sorrow and
On the other hand, you have offered for ny that the people of Rome or of France !' knows, that by the people, is here meant the
the time of payment shall expire. Pretty liberal,
your suffrages Peleg Sprague, whose name weYe intelligent, and that in these acts, they I junto, the knot of office-holders who want to
surely—especially as the price was at any rate disgust.
But, it is a melancholy fact, that there are a leading Jackson paper in this state acknowl did not act rationally. The people crucified . dictate and control all our political affairs.
less than one half the value and no doubt less
yet men—many men, whb with all the light edges “ has been associated with the sternest Jesus Christ, yet I have never heard that it:! The people in fact are not intended to have
than one fifth.
Williams and Carpenter were both members of experience beaming full upon them—with principles of Democracy ; a man who was was urged that they acted rationally. The ’' any part in the matter. We know that these
of the legislature when this report was made. a full knowledge of his utter and total unfit brought up and educated in the school of history of the world is filled with the records !, candidates were expected to be nothing more
No man knows better how to profit by his knowl ness, in temper, in education, and in principle, Jefferson, of Madison and Gallatin,” and who, of wars which the people have carried on, than the “ instruments” or “ tools” of the
edge of the public lands than Mr. Williams. Sit for the office whose high responsibilities he for a series of years, has been distinguish some of them just, most of them unjust and junto, but we did not expect they would
uated as he and Carpenter were, one in the is prostituting to the worst of purposes ; yet ed for the ability and integrity with which he wicked.
I be willing to avow this openly. However the
House and the other in the Senate, they had cer adhere to him and his fortunes with a perti has discharged the high trusts confided to
If we mistake not, the Reporter once leaders may like such doctrines, we are sure
tainly a fine opportunity to enlighten or to blind, nacity worthy of a better cause.
him by the people. Mr. Sprague, if elected, thought he could not himself support Gen. the people will discard them, as the slavish
as should suit their interest. Patriotism out of
will be the Governor of the State, and not the Jackson for the Presidency without violating and Tory principles, better fitting a despotic
the question, these gentlemen might with great
mere tool of a faction. He will consult the his conscience. He then, perhaps, had in view, than a free government.- Is it indeed of but
From the Great Falls Journal.
ease and safety, play into each other’s hands. It
interest and honor of the State, now grossly that a Mr. Dickinson had fallen in a duel, by “ little consequence” who the persons are that
might be that Mr. Williams had his eye on some
Effects of the ‘ Experiment? in this village.— neglected and forgotten. He is emphatically the hand of Gen. Jackson, which originated the people entrust with their highest political
speculation of the kind, and it is not impossible
that the township of 21,960 a. which he and Dole The Woollen Manufactory located in the vil “ no man’s man,” but the man of the people. in a quarrel at a horse race ; or his putting rights ? Is it of no importance whether our
purchased the next year of the State at 40 cents lage, belonging to the Great Falls Manufac Elect Peleg Sprague for your Governor, and his hands upon his pistols and saying, they rulers are wise men or fools—whether they
per acre, might have influenced his opinion (with turing Company, the largest establishment of you may hope to correct the evils of which were Gen. Jackson’s passports, thereby dri are honest, upright and intelligent, and wil
out his being aware of it,) that Carpenter’s pur the kind in the United States, stopped its op you now justly complain, and to arrest that ving an agent, authorized to require his pass ling to devote their best powers for the pubchase was high enough.
erations last week. The machinery is shortly torrent of corruption and profligacy which port, from his duty ; or his fight with the; lie good ? or whether they are selfish, in
We do not understand how it has happened, to be sold at auction, so that we have little now threatens to destroy your liberties.
Bentons; or his imprisonment of Mr. Lou- triguing partizans, mere instruments to accombut so it is, that those memders of the Legisla reason to expect the business will ever be re
HANCOCK.
ailler, for writing an article in a newspaper ;: plish the designs and promote the interests of
ture, whose situation enables them to be best sumed. No man who has the prosperity of
and afterwards of Judge Hall for issuing a a few office holders, without reference to the
acquainted with the public lands, have made the
For the Gazette & Palladium.
Habeas Corpus ; or his letter to Governor■ wishes, feelings or interest of the whole peo
best speculations. Thus Carpenter and Wil the .village at heart, can now visit this estab
Rabun “ that he had no right to issue a mil ple ? Look at this, Republicans, Whigs,
liams. Thus Wm. Emerson (at the same sale in lishment and behold so much property lying
HIGH SALARIES.
;itary order while he was in the field
or hisi Electors of old York, and sanction such prin
which Williams purchased 10,840 acres at 32¿ dead among us with feelings other than mel
Mr- Editor :
cents, and 7,346 at 21 cents,) to say nothing of the ancholy.
threats to cut off the ears of a Senator in ciples if you can. Yet these principles are
Observation has taught me that the man, Congress,
,
speculation with Irish of“ burnt timber,” expos
The establishment cost $310,000. In June
for complaining of his conduct in boldly avowed in the office-holders paper at
ed in Mr. Parks’ pamphlet as a most indefinite 1834 it had in full operation one hundred who lets things go on in their own way, en-',the Seminole war, as violent, illegal and un. Saco.
sale and worth a fortune. Thus Mr. Joel Wel broadcloth looms and thirty-four carpet looms. joys the most comfort. Yet 1 am one of (constitutional ; or his execution of Arpbrister,
lington who had been employed on “ the fresh It gave employment to 185 men, 217 girls, those, who wish to know “ the whys and ,contrary to a sentence of a Court Martial ; or
For the Gazette & Palladium.
river road,” and who had employed himself in and 21 boys, in all 423, to whom was paid the wherefores” of things.
he might have had in view Gen. Jackson’s
ascertaining the “ fat slices,” and whose certifi for labor monthly $9,000 or $108,000 per year.
The Resolves of our last and democratic jown declaration before he was made giddy
THE OFFICE-HOLDERS SENATORS.
cates has such a prominent place in Gen. Irish’s
Legislature show, that certain individuals, all
defence, 22,040 acres at 13J cents. Thus Wil This surn being expended in the support of Jacksonians, holding offices in the Probate by elevation and adulation, “ That although
The organ of the Dictators, printed at Saco,
liam Vance, one of Irish’s certifiers, in his vin 1500 inhabitants, was in a great measure dis Court, had their Salaries increased ; some he could command a body of men in a rough thus speaks of McIntire, Clark and Greene,
tributed
among
our
farmers,
mechanics,
and
way, he was not such a fool as to think him their candidates for the Senate. “ These
dication, 11,520 acres at 21 cents per acre. All
these gentlemen had been long members of the traders, whose loss is already severely felt. fifty and some an hundred dollars. Wm. C. self qualified for the office of President of the men are well known, and two of them have
Government and their situations enabled them to Il manufactured annually 375,000 pounds of Allen our Register of Probate is among the United States ; or the declaration of the beenZongin public life. They are men of
understand the value of these lands, and had wool into 150,000 yards of broadcloth and number, and receives one hundred dollars in Richmond Enquirer, that his election would
they been faithful agents of the public, would 30,000 yards carpeting. The value of its crease, making his present salary six hun be a curse to the country ; or of the Eastern tried capacity and integrity” One of these
gentlemen, Alexander McIntire, is indeed
have divulged this value and washed their hands ¡ products of last year was $114,000. The dred dollars.
Argus, that he was more suited by his tem
entirely of those speculations. What better is I number of inhabitants entirely dependent on
One like myself (a free thinker) and I have per and habits for the office of Dictator in well known, as the same person who once
held the office of Collector of York, and left
it than for an attorney appointed to buy or sell, I
no doubt all of our yeomanry, who know the
to take advantage of his own knowledge obtain this establishment for support, including the worth of a dollar, would be gratified in learn ancient Rome or modern Mexico, than for the office a defaulter to the Government in a
that
of
President
of
the
United
States.
keepers
of
boarding
houses,
is
not
less
than
ed by the very appointment, to speculate money
large sum of money—we have understood
ing the reason why and the cause wherefore
If we had no other evidence of the incom from 8 to 10J)00 dollars or thereabouts,
into his own pocket at thd expense of his princi 1500.
In estimating the loss to this village occa of this increase of salaries, and in particular petency of Gen. Jackson than his acts and pre which has never been paid, and never will
pal.
of the increase of Mr. Alien’s.
tensions since his election, might we not well
With the exception of Emerson who had been sioned by the stopping ol the woollen mill we
We should like to know if the duties of say we did not act rationally in electing him ? be. If this is a proof of his tried capacity and
in the Legislature, every one of these gentlemen may reckon—
integrity, we think the people will choose
these
officers
have
increased,
as
well
as
their
were members at the time of the sale for public
The value of the establishment, which is
Has he not by his own acts created a change
buildings. Williams in the Senate from the Ken to remain useless or to be removed, and pay 2 or whether the pay, without the increase, in the business and prosperity of the country, to make no more trials of his qualifications
to serve them. Besides, this same man was
nebec, Wellington from Albion, Vance from Bar might, so far as the village is interested, as I was too small ? and whether there could be wide, deep and destructive ?
a member of the Legislature last winter, and
no
men
found
who
were
competent
and
wil

ing and Carpenter, in the House. We shall look well be burnt,
$310,000 i
Again the writer finds fault with the Ad helped increase the Salary of W. C. Allen,
little further into these speculations and the val
ling
to
perform
the
duties
of
these
offices
The depreciation in prices of real
ue of these bargains thus made out of the peo
for the salaries, without the increase, and par dress because it says “ Cabinets, which for the Register of Probate, one hundred dollars,
the interest of the country should be in a de
ple by those especially appointed to take care estate consequent on flie diminution
100,000 ticularly we would ask, if there was no com gree permanent, have been repeatedly dissolv when it was high enough before—another
of their interests. There are other matters be of population,
proof of his care and prudence in managing
petent man in the county of York, who would
hind the scene which will go far to develope the
ed by his breath.” A Cabinet would be in a the money of the people. Are such men
$410,000 have done the duties of Allen for five hundred degree permanent which should last four safe guardians of our rights ? Are the peo
whole fleecing system. It should have been
We may also consider the sums disbursed dollars.
stated that at the times of the sales for public
The salaries of offices ought always to be years, the length of the President’s term. Is ple who labor to get a livelihood and who
buildings, Irish had been succeeded by Dr. Rose, among us in the manufacture and sale of
it not for the interest of the country that they have to pay the taxes, willing to have their
and the latter gentleman was left to execute $114,000 worth of goods annually. Our loss regulated by the amount and intricacy of
what was probably projected by his predecessor. in this is constantly accumulating, and we their duties, and if the Legislature took any should be so far permanent ? Are the duties money thus squandered upon favorites ? We
It is moreover matter of history and of singu have not the means of estimating the amount. other data, the Resolve increasing the salary of Cabinet Ministers so easily understood, that think not. It is too late to gull the people
it requires no time for those appointed to with the cry of adhering to regular nomin
lar coincidence, that these gentlemen, Carpenter,
We have inquired the cause of all this, and ought to show it. Our Laws gave the Re learn their duty ? Is the business of Secreta ations
Williams, Irish, Emerson, Wellington and Vance
—right or wrong.—The people cannot
gister
of
Probate
in
York
county
five
hunbecame all about the same time, Jackson men. have been answered, that it may be attributed .! dred dollars per year, which laws were based ry of the Treasury so simple, that a Demo help seeing the management to impose upon
wholly
to
the
“
Experiment.
”
—
That
FOUR
I
We do not say, for we do not know, that those
1 upon the abovenamed principle. The Legis- cratic Republican dyed in the wool, can be them. Mr. McIntire takes a hundred dollars
speculations were connived at by the Junto who HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS is ■' lature last winter increased that sum one hun come qualified by instinct to manage the de annually from the pockets of the People, and
had promised the State to Jackson, or were the to be taken away from us never to be return-,
partment to the best advantage ? It would adds to Alien’s salary, and Mr. Allen attends
chief inducement to these gentlemen to turn ed, and ONE HUNDRED and EIGHT dred dollars. Hence we hgve a right to con take the Secretary weeks to read over the
about when they did. We state the case as a THOUSAND Dollars annually deducted clude, that the last legislature considered the names of his subordinate officers, and find the Convention and nominates McIntire for
Senator. And then we hear a discourse up
matter of singularity, at least, and leave the pub from the amount ofCash heretofore circula duties of that office more laborious and intri
lic to draw their inference. If these specula ted in our village ; that 423 persons are thrown cate, than the makers of the then existing out their places of residence, and months and on thefairness with which all was done, from
tions upon the property of the people have been out of employment, and Fifteen Hundred in law, or had particular persons to purchase or years to understand well all the duties of his the modest gentleifien, and the importance of
blinked to secure the speculators to the Jackson habitants left to seek new means of support, reward. If we grant common judgment to office. The office was in a degree permanent unanimity among Democrats, &c. As to Mr.
cause, the price is certainly very liberal, and will
the members of the last legislature, it cannot in the hands of Mr. Gallatin and of Mr. Craw Clark, who is also a candidate for the Senate,
turn out, we fear, much more unprofitable, if not and all merely to gratify the spleen of Gen. be pretended, that they considered the du ford, yet we never understood that in those we know he has been a Representative and
unpopular—and .when it shall be found that the Jackson, or to aid Martin Van Buren in ob ties.of the Register of Probate in this county, days it was considered anti-republican. Again, Councillor several years, but that he ever did
people have been betrayed, and their property taining the Presidential Chair !
does it require no time for a Secretary of
thing indicative of much sagacity or abil
But strange as it may appear, a large num worth more than five hundred dollars. If State to understand all our foreign relations ; any
as well as their rights, have been trafficked away,
ity as a Statesman, was never heard of before.
to secure to certain leaders lucrative places, they ber and perhaps a majority of those employ ever under the auspices of Jackson, money or for the Secretary of War to understand all
will begin to reflect and to return to their old ed in the woollen mill, men who are manu was worth less and labor more, it was some the complicated duties of his office ; or for —He is no doubt a very good tool for the of
principles.
INVESTIGATOR.
facturers by trade and can do no other kind other time than last winter. Besides there the Secretary of the Navy his ; or the Post fice holders.
Mr. Greene is a young lawyer, whether
of business to advantage, still shout hozannas are many competent men in York county master General his ? Have we gained any
quite a “ third rate” or not we don’t know,
From the Hagerstown (Md.) Torchlight.
to the Chieftain, and rejoice in his govern who would perform the duties of the office thing by a change in the Post Office, sub but we have never seen any evidence of his
ment amidst their own wretchedness. They for the salary.
FACTS ÁRE STUBBORN THINGS.
The other presumption of course arises, stituting Mr. Barry, without experience, for claims to the confidence and support of the
are
opposed to the tariff, and ah legislation
It is a fact, that during Mr. Adams’ admin
that the increase of the salary of Allen, was Mr. McLean, who had great industry and people for so important an office, except his
for
the
benefit
of
our
ipanuiactures,
and
help

istration, the public expenditures of this great
on the principle of rewards and punishments. great experience. Mail contractors may have recent conversion to Jacksonism, and of
nation amounted to only about $12,000,000 ; ed at the ballot-box to elevate men whom That Mr. Allen had been a peculiar help to gained much, but the people have not gained ; course “ zealous devotion” to the “ party.”
they
knew
would
exert
all
their
official
influ

and that Mr. Adams was denounced for his
the party in York county, we were not advi nor do they act rationally in permitting such
extravagance and waste of the public money. ence to prostrate the business which gave sed. It is said however that he is a warm conduct to receive their sanction, if indeed
[For the Gazette & Palladium.]
them
support.
—
Nor
have
we
been
destitute
It is afact,- that during the administration of
friend of Jere. Goodwin, and of the fourth of■ they shall so do. No men would so man
A DISCOVERY.
of
those,
both
in
and
out
of
the
Company
’
s
General Jackson, the public expenditureshave
July nominations. It may be that Goodwin age ^heir private affairs, and be considered as
We have discovered by the last Democrat,
been run up to about 22,000,000—being about employ, who for party purposes, have spared operated, through the Speaker of the House, acting rationally. We should expect a manu
ten millions of dollars per annum more than no pains to create a belief that the Company whom he made Attorney General, to increase facturing establishment which should change that John Fairfield, Esq. of Saco, is not and
Mr. Adams expended ; and yet Gen. Jack- were making large dividends, and could af Alien’s salary, and that the hundred dollars its agents every year, or two or three times a does not wish to be, a candidate for Repre
son is the economical and retrenching Presi ford to pay much greater wages. We have is the price of his present friendship. Mr. year, would be on the road to ruin, and al sentative to Congress.—Indeed—a wonder. It
should be recorded in staring capitals, that
repeatedly heard it asserted by an intelligent
dent and friend of the people !
McIntire, then a member of the House, now most there. Even the office of Reporter of
It is a fact, that during the administration man of our place, who well knew that the nominated for the Senate, might have had a Judicial decisions should be “in some de John Fairfield, in A. D. 1834, did not wish to
If we should have a be a candidate for office.
of Mr. Adams, the Post Office Department Company had received little or no profit from hand in the hundred dollar business, wishing gree permanent.”
paid its own debts, and laid upa little money their business, that they had made annual to secure the Probate Register for the July change every year, we should expect his law
[For the Gazette- & Palladium ]
for a rainy day—and had little to do with dividends of 30 per cent, ever since they com nomination. Whether our presumptions are would be rather loose, and his books not
menced operations!
LOOK OUT.
politics.
worth reading. He might have a style and
right
or
wrong,
it
matters
but
little,
while
we
We cannot but pity the mean wretches
It is a fact, that this same department, un
manner that would well qualify him to report
Extra
Democrats
and Jacksonians are
know
the
fact,
that
Allen
’
s
salary
was
increas

der the administration of Gen. Jackson, has who resort to such mean artifices to sustain a ed, without the shade of a reason, and too at the proceedings of a political caucus, but he flooding the country, filled with falsehoods
mean
party.
We
can
but
believe
that
these
squandered the money it found on hand, and
a time of general distress and pressure for should never pretend to touch the law which and the grossest calumnies. Gaolers, Depu
run in debt more than a million of dollars, mean artifices will no longer be regarded, in money. With the yeomanry of the State it is intended for the interest of the country “ to ty Sheriffs and other office holders, are trav
the
face
of
the
fact,
that
the
business
has
been
and is now bankrupt in resources and repu
elling in all directions with their pockets and
is to correct these abuses. The acts of the be in some degree permanent
tation—and is more prostituted to election abandoned. The truth must and will be Legislature must receive their approval or be
The writer very well knows that the pros saddlebags stuffed with them.
believed,
—
and
many
who
have
aided
in
eering purposes than any other department of
bringing things to their present state will soon repealed. We must defend ourselves through perity of the country from the time of the
the government.
the ballot box, the resort of the oppressed election of Gen. Jackson till the removal of MR. EDITOR :
It is a fact, that until Gen. Jackson wrested feel the effects of their own folly.
and avenger of the wronged. We must teach the depositee, last year, arose not from any
A Sheriff expectant from New-Hampshire,
the public money from its lawful depository,
our Representatives that it is no part of their thing done by Gen. Jackson or his party, but Ix understand,
uuuciBiauu, has
ua» caicuuvu
extended imb
his Newspaper
the credit of the country was equal to that of Mr. Wilde, of Georgia, said in debate, that duty to reward partizans and that it ill com- from the natural operation
.
...... _
__
___ _____
of laws that had rprivilege,
into York
county, and brought with
any other in the world, and its business so putting down corruption by employing State ports with the democratic principle of re- been enacted before he came into power, him a°load of handbills or Patriots from the
flourishing as to dispense general employ Banks, was like an attempt to promote tem trenchment. Legislative favoritism is a bad This prosperity continued while the laws and Blanks and Twine factory of Hill & Co.-—
ment, plenty and happiness throughout all its perance by establishing 500 grog shops in omen for the liberties of the people and when policy adopted by his predecessor remained ( Thank him for nothing in the name of
borders.
the place of one wholesale grocery.
it discovers itself, the people are bound, as unchanged. His wanton attack upon the
YORK
YORK.
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THE POST OFFICE.
I of a Political Editor, as his reward for sus- Office-Holders stand aside I I| Resolve Proposing att Amendment to th» Con
stitution of this Stade.
The Post Office Report troubles the Jack- ’ taining the Protests, Experiments and CorrupMake way for the PEOPLE II. "|r> ESOLVED, two thirds of both branches of
son folks exceedingly. It lifts the veil from lions of the Administration 1 It is indeed a
the Legislature concurring, that the Confrightful sum to be lavished upon one merceKentucky.
SATURDAY, AUGUST 30, 1S34.
j stitution of this State be amended as hereinafter
transactions of which they would gladly have nary | But what is still worse, large as this
Of the 13 vacancies in the Senate of Ken-i' proposed. The Selectmen of the several towns?
the people remain ignorant. Hence their re sum is, it does not comprise all that Was paid tucky 11 are filled by the election of Whigs^ Assessors of the several plantations ahd AldCrWhig* Nominations.
peated attacks upon it—their unqualified de to him. By the. Post Office Report it is prov One jacksonman is elected, and one district. men of the several cities, are hereby empowered
ELECTION, SEPTEMBER 8, 1834.
nials of its truth and their eagerness to pub en that Blair received more than EIGHT remains to be heard from. Of ninety mem and directed to notify the inhabitants of said
THOUSAND DOLLARS, which does not
towns, plantations and cities, in manner prescribe
FOR GOVERNOR,
lish certificates denying the correctness of ap,^ in'the Blue Book?. How much more bers of the House of Representatives, 73 are ed by law, at their annual meeting in September
Whigs, and 17 Jackson men.
to give in their votes upon the following question^
certain portions of it. The certificates and he receives from other Departments, which
Illinois.
Shall the following amendment be added to the
is not recorded, we are without the means of
statements
which
have
been
published
and
FOR REPRESENTATIVE TO CONGRESS,
A letter from Alton says—“ From such re Constitution of this State ? The Electors resi
ascertaining.
which, it is pretended, stamp the seal of false
turns as have been received, I draw the in dent in any city, may at any meeting duly notiHORACE PORTER.
hood on the Report, the attentive reader will
ference that Gem Duncan is certainly elected. Ii fied for the choice of Representatives, vote for
MEMBER OF CONGRESS.
FOR SENATORS,
and Green
county,
which were
Representatives
in their
respective
Ward
c “ county
_______
v,
___ : such
observe are invariably evasive—they deny
The nomination of Mr. Porter for Mem Oaf
_
z, 4 I
r» oo Z*1 I Li
VA/ — —1 «
* ««
VAT a* —1
l-i nil
expected to go the other way, have given him meetings and the Warden in said Wards shall
ELLIS B. USHER,
ber
ofCongress,
is,
so
far
as
we
can
learn,
only very immaterial facts which do hot at all
preside
impartially
at
such
meetings,
receive
the
majorities, and all others heard votes of all qualified electors present, sort, count
JEREMIAH S. PUTNAM. affect the validity of the material facts stated Ii very acceptable to the people of this County. handsome
from in the same way.”
We
understand
that
very
many
who
voted
and
^edlare
them
in
open
Ward
meeting
and
in
COTTON LINCOLN.
in the Report. It is not to be supposed the for McIntire at the last election are deter
Not a doubt can be entertained of this elec the presence of the Ward Clerk, who shall form
FOR COUNTY TREASURER,
committee could render their Report entirely mined to vote for Porter at the coming elec tion having turned mainly on the politics of a list of the persons voted for, with the number of
the General Government, or of its being a votes for each person against his name, shall
ARCHIBALD SMITH.
correct as to every unimportant particular. tion, and to exert themselves in his favor.
Mr. Porter is certainly every way worthy clear and decided triumph of Whig principles make a fair record thereof in the presence of the
But that, in the main, it is correct and entitled J the suffrages of the People. He is well cal- over antagonist pretentions. In his course in Warden, and in open Ward meeting : and a fair
If the Bank is the Monster that it is repre
to implicit confidence, no candid reader of
and under- Congress, Gen. Duncan, though originally a copy of this list shall be attested by the Warden
sented to be by the Jackson presses, if it has any party can deny. It is folly to suppose.! culated to represent faithfully
v majority of the friend of Gen Jackson, has gone of late no ¿nd Ward Clerk, sealed dp in open Ward meeting
i standingly a district, a large
and delivered to the city Clerk within twentybribed editors and lawyers, if it is in truth an that a majority of the United States Senate i inhabitants of which are working men.. He toriously and firmly against the Admin four
hours after the close of the polls---And th®
on. the Deposite
the- Aidermen
aristocratic moneyed institution—if Daniel
,,
,
,
,
....
.. !: was educated a mechanic—he was for several istration
T. ,
. *----- question,
----- ’ -on
........
of any city shall be in session at their
would
accept
and
order
the
publication
of
a
I
|
years
actively
engaged
in
a
business
which
I
Ba,,k
9
ues
bon,
and
on
every
thing
connected
usual
place of meeting within twenty-four hours
Webster voted against the measures propos
corruption °r usurpation in the Goyern- after any election and in the presence of th®
Report which was destitute of truth and brought him in contact with the farmers of
ed by those in favor of the War, in 1815—if
which contained serious charges against an the county frequently—a business in which i tnen5’ He is openly opposed to the heir-ap- City Clerk shall examine and compare the copies
B. W. Leigh has made remarks that the
he must necessarily have learned the wants Parent of th? Present dynasty, and risked his of said lists, in case anj person shall have receiv
important department of the Government.
_______ /•-in
i ___ t
c______ election
plection on
___ i *
on the hvnan
broad and iinpniiivnral
unequivocal avowavow ed a majority of all the votes, he shall be declar
Northern people as a body disapprove—if
and
interests
of the People
and of the_ farmers
1
We ask of the reader a careful perusal of more especially. He is emphatically a work al of that opposition, on which account he was ed elected by the Aidermen, and the city Clerk
certain newspapers, opposed to the adminis
opposed and vilified by the whole collar press of any city shall make a record thereof, and th®
the following resolution, which was report ing man and the working man’s friend.
tration, have said things which do not meet
Aidermen and city Clerk shall deliver certified
Mr. Porter has always been a careful ob during his absence from the State on public copies of such lists to the person or persons so
ed by a majority of the Post Office Commit
the approbation of the People—if all these
duty. Notwithstanding which he has run
server
of
men
and
things,
and
has
devoted
elected, within ten days after the election. And
tee and was adopted by an unanimous vote of
things are true, in the length and the breadth,
much attention to the political questions of away ahead, and even distanced his oppo the electors resident in any city may at ainy1
the Senate, on the 28th of June last.
nents.
meetings duly notified and bolden for the choice
the day, which are important and interesting
in the full force with which the Jackson pa
We congratulate our readers, therefore, on of any other ci vil officers, for whom they have
Resolved, That it is proved and admitted, to the People. As to talents, moral worth
pers have, urged them—what do they prove ? that large sums of money have been borrow
been required heretofore to vote in town meet
and industry, he will not suffer, to say the this fourth Whig Victory.—National Int.
vote for such officers in their respeCtiv®
Do they prove that Gen. Jackson was justi ed at different banks, by the Post Master least, by a comparison with the Jackson can
More 'Triumphs for the Tories.—Returns ing,
fied in seizing upon the Public Treasure— General, in order to make up the DEFI didate.
! have been received from 25 counties in Illi Wards, and the same proceedings shall be had
by the Warden and the Ward Clerk in each
Mr. Porter is a practical Republican. He nois, which gave for
in uniting the Purse and the Sword ? Do CIENCY Ia THE MEANS OF CARRYWard as in the case of votes for Representatives.
,
,
u
, ING ON THE POST OFFICE DEPART- has ever advocated and supported such meas
Duncan,
(whig,)
7,529
And the Aidermen of any city shall be in session
they prove that the system of Rewards and MENTj without authority given by any law ures as he sincerely believed would best pro
McLaughlin, (whig,)
2,521
within twenty four hours after the close of th®
Punishments’is a correct one? Do they prove of Congress; and that, as Congress alone mote the public welfare. He was never so
polls in such meetings, and in the presence of th®
that Gen. Jackson was right in disregarding possesses the power to borrow money on the much a party man, as to support every meas
city
Clerk shall open, examine and compare th®
Total,
10,050
copies from the list of votes given in the several
and insulting the Senate, his constitutional 'Credit of the United States, all such contracts ure of his own party, ‘right or wrong,’or
Kinney, (Van Buren and tory,) 4,347
Wards, of which the city Clerk shall make a rec
for loans, by the Post Master General, are IL to denounce any measure of his opponents
advisers,—in claiming the Government as his LEGAL AJ\D VOID.
ord, and return thereof shall be made into the
which he deemed judicious. He is inde
Whig
majority,
5,703
Governmentand the officers of the People as
Secretary of State’s office in the same manner as
The vote on adopting the above resolution pendent, fearless, intelligent, active and dis
In the same counties in 1832, the
Selectmen of towns are required to do.
his officers ? Do they show why about a was as follows :—•
interested. He never sought for popularity
vote stood for Jackson,
8,946
Be it. further Resolved, That the inhabitant®
or
for
office
—
the
welfare
of
the
whole
people
million of dollars of the Public Money has
Clay,
4,001
Feas—Messrs. Benton, Bibb, Black, Brown,
of said towns, plantations and cities, shall vote by
is
the
motto
upon
which
he
has
practiced
ballot upon said questions, those in favor of
been squandered in the Post Office Depart Calhoun, Chambers, Clay, Clayton, Ewing,
through life.
Jackson majority,
4,945
said amendment expressing it by the word Yes,
ment alone ? Do they explain why the pub Frelinghuysen, Forsyth, Grundy, Hendricks,
Asa
State
Senator,
Mr.
Porter
was
an
effi

Showing a change in favor of the whig upon their ballots, and those opposed to th®
lic expenses during the^first four years of Gen. Hill, Kane, Kent, King of Ala., King of Geo. cient, industrious and intelligent public ser ticket of 10,668 votes.—N. Y.Eve. Star.
amendment expressing it by the word No, upon
Knight, Linn, Mangum, Moore, Naudain,
their ballots.
Jackson’s administration exceeded, by over Poindexter, Porter, Prentiss, Preston, Rob vant ;—and it is hoped and believed that the
Indiana.
Be it further Resolved, That the Selectmen,
Eight millions of dollars, the public ex bins, Robbinson, Shepley, Silsbee, Smith, People of York will give him a strong vote
In 51 counties in Indiana, the votes for Assessors, and Aidermen shall preside at said
for
Member
of
Congress
on
the
8th.
Governor are as follows: Noble 32,854, Read, meeting ; and the Clerks of said towns, planta
penses during J. Q. Adams’ administration ? Southard, Sprague, Swift, Tomlinson, Tyler,
14,055 ; majority for Noble, 8,799.
tions and cities, shall make record of said pro
Do they explain why it is that corruption Waggaman, Webster, White, Wright—41.
We
invite
attention
to
the
numbers
of
“
In

Nays—None.
Noble was choson two years ago by about ceedings, and the number of votes, in presence of
vestigator,” who is making important disclos
has crept into almost every Department of the
Here is indisputable evidence that the Post ures in relation to our State Treasury. The 2000 majority. He was then we believe con the Selectmen, Assessors and Aidermen afore
said*, and transmit a true and attested copy of said
Government, that offices have been created
Office Department is bankrupt and the Post- figures are taken from the Reports of the sidered a Jacksonman as well as Read, al record sealed up to the Secretary of State and
though he was the choice of the opposition.
and salaries and emoluments increased by the
State
Treasurers
and
Land
Agents,
which
the same to be delivered to the said Secre
Master General has acted contrary to law.—
At that time Indiana gave Jackson a large cause
present administration ? Do they show the
tary on or before the first Wednesday of January
To this evidence add the following facts, the have been published by order of former Leg majority.
next.
islatures,
and
may
therefore
be
supposed
to
propriety of officers intermeddling in elec
correctness of which we believe no one will be perfectly correct.—What say the people—
Missouri.
Beit further Resolved, That the Secretary of
tions ? Do they satisfactorily explain the
The Missouri Advocate, a Jackson pa State shall cause this Resolve to be published in
have the hardihood to deny, and then let the shall these things be investigated or not ?
very singular condition of our State Treasury
All who are in favor of economy and reform, per, says, “ As far as our elections have gone, all the newspapers printed in this State, for threa
reader decide whether or not there has been
•—where are the moneys received from the
in
our State administration, will vote for Ush we augur but little good from the next Leg weeks at least before the second Monday ofSepgross corruption in the Post Office Depart
tember next, and also cause copies thereof with &
islature.”
er, Putnam and Lincoln, for Senators.
Massachusetts Claim and the Bank tax—how
suitable form of Return to be sent forthwith to th®
ment, and whether a Chief Magistrate who
Alabama.
All
who
are
willing
that
our
State
Treas

Selectmen of all the towns, to the Assessors of all
our Public Lands have been managed ? No
The city and county of Mobile, where the the plantations, and to the Aidermen of the cities
retains in his Cabinet an officer whose un ury should remain as it is, or perhaps grow
—they do neither. Why then are they con
Jackson
vote
has
been
more
than
two
to
one
worse
every
year,
will
vote
for
the
Jackson
in this State. And said Secretary shall as early
faithfulness or incapacity is so abundantly
on former occasions, has, in a late election, as may be, in the next session of the Legislatur®
tinually paraded in the columns of the Jackproved as is that of the P. M. General, and candidates for Senators.
chosen
Whig
candidates
by
an
average
ma

lay all said returns before said Legislature with
AH
who
are
in
favor
of
reducing
the
Sala

son papers ? Why set out with so many in a party who defend such an officer—nay
jority of 595 to 425.
an abstract thereof shewing the number and stat®
ries
of
Public
officers,
will
vote
for
Usher,
dexes and capitals ? Why is so much stress justify his conduct—are worthy support and
of the votes.
Putnamvand Lincoln.
laid upon them ? The answer is obvious, confidence.
In the House of Representatives, 7
HYMENEAL.
All who are in favor of continuing the pres
March 6,1834.
£
it is to draw off the attention of the People
ent high Salaries, and of increasing instead of
MARRIED—In this town, on the evening of
Read and passed.
“ The late Postmaster General, Mr. M’Lean, ! diminishing them, will vote for the Jackson
from, the great and important questions,at in Hs
for 1827i said lhat lhe Genera|
the 22d inst. bv Rev. Mr Wells, Mr. Francis
NATHAN CLIFFORD, Speaker.
candidates.
M. Sabine of Eastport, to Miss Lucretia Wal
In Senate, March 7,1834.
issue, deeply interesting to them, affecting post office, by a vigilant administration of its
All who wish to be represented in the lingford of this town.
Read and passed.
their liberties, their national character, their | affairs, would there after be enabled, besides State Senate, by men who will regard the in
In Dunstable, N. H. 7th inst. Mr. Luke Whit
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, President.
personal interests and happiness.
The ’ supplying the mail facilities required by the terests of the people more than the welfare of ney of Westbrook, to Miss Mary T. Smith.
March 7, 1834.
_ .
,,
i
. •
country, to pay into the treasury, halfa mill- a party, will vote for Usher, Putnam and Lin
In Somersworth, (Great Falls village,) 17th
Approved.
ROBERT P. DUNLAP.
Jackson presses, geneia y owne a
ion of dollars annually. He actually left the coln.
inst. Mr. Noah Ricker of Waterboroügh, to Miss
variably controlled by office holders, are thus i department in funds to the amount of more
NEW GOODS.
All who are anxious that the party should Hannah FJaley of S.
endeavoring to mislead and deceive the Peo-1 than $230,000, as admitted by the present continue in power, cost much or little—taxes
'HIEEEH # HIEE
pie—to blind them to their own true interests, I Postmaster General. The sums drawn from high or low—the State Treasury full or emp
OBITUARY.
AVE just received and are now opening
.....
.
i • ■ the National Treasury during the last four
ty,
will
vote
for
the
Jackson
candidates.
and link by hnk to weld together a c am yearg, anj appropriated for the present (in
DIED—In this town, on Monday evening last,
an extensive assortment of SUMMER
Which will ye choose ?
Mr. Abner Cousins, aged 54 years.
which shall fetter the people and deprive j addition to the 230,000 dollars left by Mr.
& FALL GOODS, which were purchased
In this town, Mrs. Eunice, wife ofCapt. Isaac low and will be sold at a very small profit
” the
’
M’Lean) amount to $374,499 44,—and the
them of their rights and privileges. But
“ Great Cry and Little Wool.”—We Emery, aged 73 years.
artsand devices of the office holders are now Department is still insolvent to the amount of learn from the Limington Recorder, that a
In this town, recently, Capt. John Oakes, aged for cash.
AMONG THEM ARE THE FOLLOWING, VIZ Í
$803,525 ! The sums appropriated by Con
54
years.
generally understood—independent freemen gress, for salaries of officers in the Post Office Jackson meeting held in Hollis a few weeks
Blue, Black, Mixed, Olive and Green
In Alfred, 11th inst. Wilber Fisk, aged 18
will be no longer deceived by them.
department, are—
since, the proceedings of which were pub months—only child of Rev. John W. Atkins, of Broadcloths, superfine and low priced ; Also,
Cassimeres, and superfine black and striped
Under Jl. Jackson. lished with so much ‘ pomp and circumstance’ the Maine Methodist Conference.
Under J. Q. Adams.
The Monster !—The Jacksonmen affect 1825
In Wells, on Tuesday 12th inst., Mr. Paul Sattinet, a very superior article for gentle
1830 $52,100 in the office-holders’ organ, was attended by
--------$49,100
to believe that the United States Bank, with 1826 ■ 38.350
1831
52,150 iI the Postmaster of Hollis and fifteen or twenty Goodwin, a Revolutionary Pensioner, aged 88 men’s wear ; Also, low priced Mixed Sattinyears.
ets ; Petershams ; Yellow, Green, Red and
1832
52,100
its immense capital, is dangerous to the liber 1827
38.350
In West-Hartford, Conn. Mr.Minor Hillard, White Flannels ; Bocking ; Rattinets ; 3-4
18330^86,578 men and boys ! ! ! From reading the account aged 66 years.
38.350
ties of the American people. That they ac 1828
and 6-4 English Merino’s; Circassians ;
1834
79,471 of the proceedings, one would judge that half
34.350
tually believe no such thing is abundantly 1829
Bombazines; Valencia and Marseilles Vest
the men, women and children in the State
ings ; Silk and Tabby Velvets ; Mexican
proved by the fact, that when it was general
SHIP NEWS.
$374,499 had assembled together in the goodly town of
$193,500
Mixtures ; Drillings ; Padding ; Buckram ;
ly believed the charter of the present Bank
One of the most prominent abusers of the
KENNEBUNK, AUGUST 30, 1834. Canvass Padding ; Tickings : Jeans, Blue
Hollis,
to
sing
hozannas
in
praise
of
Andrew
would not be renewed, David Henshaw of Post Office Committee is the editor of the
Twilled Stripes for Shirtings ; Table Plaid ;
arrived.
Boston, a leading Jackson man, signed a Washington Globe—from that paper most of the first. We suppose they went upon the
August 25—Brig William, Ward, from Boston, 1 Crash ; Russia and Shaker Diaper ; Brown
principle
of
making
up
in
noise
for
all
défi

and White Linen ; Damask Table Cloths,
petition to Congress, praying for a Bank with the certificates, &c. concerning the report
salt to Master.
Sch. Grape, Bell, from N. York, Corn to W. very cheap ; Also, some Linens extremely
a capital of FIFTY MILLIONS OF DOL are copied by other Jackson editors. Wheth ciences in numbers.
low ; Ladies and Gentlemen’s Worsted and
Jefferds.
LARS ! The capital of the present Bank is er he is a disinterested witness or not the
A gentleman from the interior hailed us
Cotton Hose ; Suspenders ; Horse-skin and
thirty five millions. But Mr. Henshaw’s peti following facts will enable the public to the other day—“ What in the world,” said
Kid Gloves ; White and Black Silk Gloves ;
Grecian Lace and Quillings ; Bobinet do.;
tion excited no alarm among the Jackson judge.
he, “ has got into your office-holders down
Thibet Hdkfs. ; Fancy Silk, do.; Shawls ;
patriots—they raised no warning voice—set
here—they are as polite as a dancing master
Cords; Braids; Beltings; Ribbons; Frogs;
[From the Albany Evening Journal.]
JESSE LARRABEE, Neck
up no cries about monied aristocracies and
and as smiling as a basket of chips ? As I came
Stocks, a fine article ; Bed Binding ;
endangered liberties. Why? O! A Nation
Mas
for
sale
at
his
Shop
in
F. P. BLAIR’S “ SPOILS.”
Black and Brown Linen ; Colored Cambrics,
along with my team this morning, they came
From a hasty glance at the “ Blue Book," out and talked a long time, insisted upon my
Kennebunk-port,
low ; Pongee ; Corded Skirts, cheap ; Pon
al Bank, controlled by the Jackson office
holders would be a very harmless institution we glean the following items, which are set going in, and were very anxious that I should A LARGE assortment of STOVES, viz : gee Hdkfs. ; English Ginghams ; Light Fan
down to the credit of Blair, the editor of the
7 different patterns of COOKING cy and Dark Prints ; Low priced Prints ;
—that would never bribe editors or buy up Globe:
call again. They never were so excessive STOVES and a variety of FIRE FRAMES. Patch Furniture ; Dimoty ; Plain and Cord
lawyers—any thing that promotes the interests Printing blank Commissions,
ed Cambrics; Bleached and Brown/Sheet
ly polite before.” “ Just before election,”
ALSO,
$1993,17
Treaties and Circulars
of the party and strengthens the power of the
ings and Shirtings ; Warp Yarns, from 7 to
we answered. “ Yes, Yes,”he returned, “I
SIX
PLATE
&
BOX
STOVES,
suitable
” Laws of 1st Session of 22d
20 ; Sewing Thread ; Brown Bonnet Cam
office holders is right, and proper and dem
for
Meeting-houses,
School-houses,
Stores,
4503,00 understand it—do the plaguy fellows expect
Congress
brics ; Barage ; Claret, Pink and Green Sarsocratic.—But the present Bank was unwilling
to cajole us in that style ?—if we do live a Shops, &c., which he will sell as reasonable netts ; Cambric Inserting ; Calogne ; Fancy
” Diplomatic Correspondence,
as
can
be
purchased
in
Boston
or
elsewhere.
to meddle with politics—it denied the right
8512,63
including binding and paper
Soap ; Tapes ; Travelling Baskets; Oil
little back, work hard and get little for it,
ALSO,
2998,00
of the President or his underlings to control
” Laws of 2d Congress
Cloths ; Morocco, Kid and Prunella Shoes ;
we know a thing or two, and the 8th of Sep
A
good
assortment
of
TIN
WARE
—
Also, double Soled Kid Slippers, a very
its movements, and it was marked for des Publishing Laws of Congress in
tember
we
’
ll
tell
them
that
we
don
’
t
wear
the
Copper Tea Kettles.—Sheet Iron Funnel made substantial article ; Children’s Shoes ; Um
500,00
newspaper
truction. First the cry was that it was insol Printing
and repaired at short notice.
5594,53 office holders' collar."
for Treasury Department
brellas, &c. &c.
vent—unsafe—then it was overbearing and
Kennebunk-port, Aug. 23, 1834.
3808,60
” For Pension Commissioners
—also—
9,00 THE WHICi 'MEETING,
seeking to control the destinies of the Nation
War Department
Just added to their former stock, a com
1281,12
Real Estate for Sale.
Adjutant General’s Office
plete assortment of HARD WARE GOODS
—then it kept all the specie in the country in
At Union Hall, in this village, on Tuesday
716,48
and WEST INDIA GOODS & GROCE
its vaults in order to distress the people and
evening
last,
was
well
attended.
ReHE subscriber offers for sale RIES.
261,63
force them to favor its petition for a recharter ! !
5,
153,00 j marks were offered by several gentlemen,
his House and the land ad
August 21, 1834.
—If any man has been influenced to list
joining, pleasantly situated in the
585.49 ' who were listened to with much attention.
village
of
Kennebunk.
The
dwel

ALFRED ACADEMY.
en to these Bank cries, and in consequence
17 nn[ The ^eet‘ng was then adjourned till
„
jj
HE Fall Term of this Institution, will
to become a supporter of Jacksonism, let him
5J)0 ’ (^FRIDAY EVENING NEXT, Septem- ling- house is two stories high, well finished
and was built but a few years ago. The
Ordnance Department
commence on Thursday the 11th day
183*75 her 5, at Union Hall,—commencing at i past whole or a part of the land would be sold
look into the matter carefully—he need do
Subsistence Department
of September next, under the Superintend
nothing more than compare the different
188,00 7 o’clock.
with the House, as would best suit the pur ance of Mr. Benjamin Proctor, a graduate
229.50
chaser. Possession would be given in De at Bowdoin College.
notes which the President and his partiO'T
’
A
general
and
punctual
attendance
is
»
»
6,00
cember next. It will be sold at a fair price
N. D. APPLETON,
zans have sung since this warfare commen
requested.
142,08
and on good terms. Persons wishing to pur
Sec'ty. of the Trustees.
Navy Department
ced, to convince him that all this outcry
»
n
292,25
chase are invited to call and examine the
August 19, 1834.
The
communication
over
the
signature
of
» Navy Register
about the Bank is mere humbug—a party
809.50
premises.
Please to Take Notice. ^
61,25 “ a Jacksonman without a collar,” is, what it
Also—A Pew, on the lower floor of the
Blanks for Post Office
manœuvre.
LL persons indebted to the subscribe^
8443,50 purports to be, from one who has hitherto Meeting-House of the Second Parish.
Advertising Post Office proposals
are requested to call, settle and pay,
8928,07 supported the administration, but who has
([/^Persons indebted to the subscriber are
Kennebec and Somerset Congressional Printing Blanks and Circulars
previous to the last day of November next, a®
determined to adhere to his principles and requested to call and make immediate pay all demands remaining unpaid at that time
District.—George Evans of Gardiner was
$50,091,96
ment, in order that he may be enabled to
desert the President and his party. He treats meet the demands against him.
will positively be left with an Attorney for
nominated for re-election, as Member of Con
Look at this, fellow citizens I FIFTY „
,
.
.,
collection.
S. L. BRAGDON.
H. CHADBOURNR.
gress from this District, by a Whig District THOUSAND DOLLARS thrown from the <>f » subJeci wortby th® senou8 consideration
Wells, August 17,1834.
Kennebunk, August 22, 1834.
Convention held at Belgrade on the 15th inst. Departments at Washington, into the pockets of the People.
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POETRY

PROBATE NOTICES,

Public Attention!

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE.

VEGETABLE
RHEUMATIC DROPS.

THIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival

S most respectfully solicited, by the sub
scriber, to an
.
INVALUABLE PREPARATION,
jthe merits of which have been tested by
,time and are sustained by undoubted

led for the following complaints, viz :
At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
ANY articles are before the public, —Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
within andfor the County of York, on thefirst
as a cure for that most obstinate Bilious Disorders ; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
SOLITUDE.
Monday of August, in the year of our Lord
and
tormenting
disease, the Rheumatism ; ma ; Costiveness ; Bilious Cholic ;for Worms ;
1 eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the
And what is solitude ? Is it the shade
and
from
close
observation
we are led to Pains in the Side, Stomachy and Breast ; Loss
Where nameless terrors brood—
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Jwdge
ofAppetite ; Colds and Coughs ; Hoarseness ;
TESTIMONY.
The lonely dell, or haunted glade,
believe, that they have, to a very great ex Shortness
of said Court:
of Breath ; Nervous
Com
By gloomy phantasy arrayed ?
N the petition of Hannah Wentworth, tent, failed to produce that desirable result : plaints, fyc.
This is not solitude.
widow of Noah Wentworth, late of and may it not be attributed to the fact, that
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
Lebanon, in said county, deceased, praying
articles said to cure this troublesome disor and invigorating nature : whereas, it is well i OO-BOTANICAL DROPS!
Fot I have dared alone to tread,
for
an
allowance
out
of
the
personal
estate
of
In boyhood’s truant rnood,
der, are also recommended to cure almost known many other cathartics have directly ; are every year increasing their long estab
said deceased :
Among the mansions of the dead
an opposite tendency ; and it has a most pow-1 lished reputation. They have outlived
ORDERED-^-That the petitioner give no every| disease with which our frail bodies erful influence, exceeded by no other medi- j many rival preparations, and are continu
By night, when others all had fled—
are
attacked,
and
in
their
preparation
that
Yet <eft not solitude.
tice thereof to all persons interested in said
cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is ally gaining upon public confidence.
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be object is kept in view, viz : to have the pleasant to take, and in its operation so much
The Botanical Drops have been success
And I have travelled far and wide,
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed medicine a cure for all diseases ?
so, that it may be administered to the tender fully administered for many years, as a
And dared by field and flood ;
in
Kennebunk,
in
said
county,
three
weeks
The
Vegetable
Rheumatic
Drops
are
of•
infant
with
safety.
Have slept upon the mountain side,
thorough remedy for that well known and
successively, that they may appear at a Pro fered to the public as a remedy for Rheuma
Or slumbered on the ocean tide,
CERTIFICATES.
prevalent class of inveterate diseases, which
bate
Court
to
be
holden
at
Alfred,
in
said
And known not solitude.
tism, and as no case is known where a per
Portsmouth, N. H. Aug 19, 1833.
county, on the first Monday in September fect cure was not effected, we are justified
originate from a vitiated habit of body, or
Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years an hereditary predisposition in the patient,
O’er prairies where the wild flowers bloom,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Or through the silent wood,
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer in declaring it a valuable medicine for that .since, I was induced to try a bottle of your and generally appear under the various and
Where weeds o’ershade the traveller’s tomb, of said petition should not be granted.
painful disease, and for no other is it recom Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at
It oft has been my fate to roam—
the stomach, to which I had been subject distressing shapes of Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
mended.—Price 50 cents.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Yet not in solitude.
(probably occasioned by an obstruction of Leprosy, St. Anthony’s Fire, Fever Sores,
A true copy—Attest,
i
CERTIFICATES.
‘some of the unimportant organs.) I found White Swellings, Scurvy, Foul and obsti
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
For hope was mine, and friends sincere,
Messrs. Crosbys Co.:
great relief from the use of it, and ever since nate Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scald,
August 9.
The kindred of my blood ;
An apprentice of mine having have kept it in my house as a family medi Head and Venereal Taint.
And I could think of objects dear,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, been for many months so much afflicted cine;—its.beneficial effects have been experi
And tender images would cheer
In the last mentioned condition of the sys
within and for the county of York, on the with the Rheumatism in one of his knees, enced by several members of my family. Re
The gloom of solitude.
tem,
the Botanical Drops will be found to
first Monday in August, in the year of our as to be unfit for labor ; and after trying on spectfully your Ob’t. Svt.
But when the friends of youth are gone,
eradicate the lurking poison, where Mercury
Lord eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the him many popular medicines, I applied your
WILLIAM
WALKER.
And the strong ties of blood
has totally failed, and thus prevent the pa
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which in a
And sympathy, are riven one by one,
I, the subscriber, of Portsmouth, N. H. do rent from entailing the seeds of an heredita
Court
:
The heart, bewildered and alone,
■O ACHEL LOW, executrix of the last will short time effected a perfect cure : and it hereby certify that my son was afflicted with ry disease on his offspring.
Desponds in solitude.
of John Low, late of Kennebunk, in has now been more than six months, and the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I
DR. RELFE’S BOTANICAL DROPS
Though crowds may smile and pleasures gleam, said county, esquire, deceased, having pre without any new attack of the disease, al have in the same time used many medicines are successfully used in cases of violent erup
To chase its gloomy mood,
sented her first account of administration of though the boy has been frequently expo recommended for said complaint with the ad
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and tions after the measles—red blotches—pim
To that lone heart the world doth seem,
the estate of said deceased, for allowance :
sed to damps and rains.
all to no effect until I was induced to call on ples on the face, festering eruptions on the
An idle and a frightful dream
ORDERED—That the said executrix give
ROBERT CUTLER.
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his skin—and other diseases of the external
Of hopeless solitude.
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
Columbus, O., 10th Nov., 1832.
Nature’s Grand Restorative and after using ‘ surface, and are one of the best Spring and
copy of this order to be published three
Do any feel for it ? They have the will'
I do hereby certify, that I was afflicted one bottle only my son was restored to per Autumnal physics known, to free the sys
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
To do a seeming good :
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said coun with the Chronic Rheumatism for about sev fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I tem from humors.
But stranger’s kindness hath no skill
To touch the deeply seated ill
ty, that they may appear at a Probate en years, so that I was unable to attend to owe to the public to recommend this medi
Vff Striking instances of Success.
Of the heart’s solitude.
Court to be held at Alfred, in said county, my business one third of the time. In that cine for the above complaint and likewise for Extract of a letter from a Physician of thé
on the first Monday in September next, at ten time I tried every thing I could hear of that costiveness and generally as the best family
first respectability, and extensive practice,
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, was recommended to cure the complaint, medicine. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
PROFANITY.
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
in this vicinity, member of the Massachu
if
any
they
have,
why
the
said
account
Oh 1 swear not by your God vain man 1
but found no relief, and in fact 1 had almost
This may certify that my wife had been for
setts Medical Society.
should not be allowed.
Thy mightiest strength is frail ;
despaired of finding any. In the fall of 1832 several years afflicted with a cough occasion
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
june 16tii, 1829.
Thy longest life is but a span,
A true copy, Attest,
I was at Columbus, at which time I was not ally, and had a seated hard one, for two or Dear Sir,
A brief and mournful tale ;
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
three
months,
so
that
she
could
not
rest
day
able to get on to my horse without help. A
--- “ This child, before he was a year
But from thy lips be praises heard,
August 9.
friend of mine advised me to purchase a or night, she obtained some relief from medi old, became afflicted with a leprous disease
Not oaths or songs profane ;
cine prescribed by an able Physician, yet she
Remember, He that saith the word,
At a Court of Probate held at Kennebunk, with bottle of Messrs. O.& S. Crosby & Co’s. was apparently rapidly going into a consump of the skin, and which gradually increased,
‘ Take not my name in vain.’
S. F. s.
in and for the county of York, on the first Vegetable Rheumatic Drops, which I did, tion. While in this state I heard of Holman’s so that when about three years old, the whole
Monday in August, in the year of our Lord and applied as directed, and found immedi Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one surface of the body was one continued sore,
eighteen hundred and thirtyfour, by the Hon. ate relief, and I am perfectly cured—as it bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day attended with an ichorous discharge, pro
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said has now been more than six months and I or two from taking this, and in two weeks ducing great soreness and intolerable itching,
have never had a return of the pain—al her cough was entirely cured, and for seven
Immorality of the traffic. — Of late we
IDEON R. LITTLEFIELD, adminis though in the winter of 1832—3, I pur months since she has enjoyed better health which became almost insupportable. A
have noticed in several papers, articles
great variety of the most approved external
trator of the estate of Nathan Butland,
chased
a drove of cattle and hogs, and drove than she has for a number of years before, and internal remedies were*used without
calling in question the doctrine that all traf
late of Wells, in said county, yeoman, deceas

with
no
return
of
her
cough.
Not
one
whole
fic in ardent spirit as a drink is immoral.
ed, having presented his first account of them across the Alleghany mountains to bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833. any permanent relief. Much interest was
One thing is very observable in these wri administration of the estate of said deceased Philadelphia market, and was exposed
excited in behalf of the child, and conse
GERSHOM HORN.
ters, and that is, they do not adduce a sin for allowance: and also bis private account through the tour to cold and rain. lean
quently different medical advice was solicit
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
cheerfully recommend it to all who are af
gle urgpment or fact, which bears upon the against the estate of said deceased :
THESE Powders are a most valuable ed, but with little or no advantage, the dis
ORDERED—That the said administrator flicted with the Rheumatism.
point tit issue.
composition for young or old, male or female. ease progressed with unabating violence and
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
WM. COCHRAN.
They are useful and safe for violent colds, fe seemed to defy the healing art. At length (
The question is one of great simplicity, ing a copy of this order to be published three
vers, foul stomach, head-ache, jaundice, pain the parent was induced by the advice of a
Marion county, O. August 1, 1832.
and surely can be ingeniously and frankly weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga^
met and answered, if the doctrine is false.
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic, neighbor, (who had been benefited by the
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
Compare the traffic in ardent spirit to a that they may appear at a Probate Court to LILLIE, Kennebunk; Wm. C. Stimpson, tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com article,] to try Dr. Relfe’s BOTANICAL
be held at Alfred, in said county, on the first & Co. No. 134, South Side, Faneuil Hall; plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu DROPS. Several bottles were given ac
tree bearing fruit.
Those who say that the traffic is immor Monday in September next, at ten of the clock Rogers, & Co. No. 78 and 79, Commercial mors.
cording to the directions, before the least
al, allege that the fruit of the tree is all bad, in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they Street ; S. N. Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90
abatement of the disease was observed ; but
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
have,
why
the
said
accounts
should
not
be
HIS Ointment stands at the head of all by a persevering use of them, the ichorous
poisonous, destructive.
They appeal to
and
92,
Washington
St.
;
Maynard
&
allowed.
remedies for the following diseases discharges began to-abate,—the scabs to
facts as proof—they show the effects.
Noyes, No. 13, Cornhill, Boston.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
which human nature is heir to, viz. :—Rheu
 way in places, and fall off. The drops
Now if the fruit of the tree is not bad—if A true Copy—Jittest,
give
matism, both Chronic and inflammatory—
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
any good comes from using it, as a beverage,
were
continued until the boy became per
Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten
August 9.
surely it can be shown ; and the benefits
fectly well, the skin resuming its natural
dons of long standing.
and the evils being shown, a balance can be At a Court of Probate holden at Kennebunk,
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints and healthy aspect, seeming indeed like a
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
struck, and a decision made.
within andfor the county of York, on the first
Which cures in less than one hour’s appli limber by producing a healthy muscular ac renovated skin—since which time the boy
Who will speak ?
tion.
has enjoyed perfect health, and his cure is
Monday ojAagUst, in the year of our Lord
cation. See directions.
HE character of this celebrated Oint It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth ascribed wholly to the Drops, as no other
eighteen hundred and thirty-four, by the Hon
American Temperance Intelligencer.
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe, ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts medicine was used in conjunction with
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of
in females if applied in its early stage, pre them.”
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
said Court:
British and Foreign Temperance Society.
N
the
petition
ofLAvixiA
L
yman, a cred disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of vents suppuration or matter forming, and
The report read at the annual meeting
[The original letter, with additional par
itor of the estate of Joshua Johnson, pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
in May, states that in the year 2,177,Certificates of this fact could be given if ne ticulars, may be seen by calling on the Pro
late of York, deceased, praying that adminis
ticle
 for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
prietor.]
300 temperance publications ("copies) have tration of the estate of the said deceased may The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, cessary.
been distributed 1 42 new societies formed; be granted to her the said Lavinia, or to some which are so eminently useful for removing
This remedy is offered to the public with
jiff3 A Gentleman of this city, who has
all Jaundice and Billions complaints:.
the fulhassurance that it far excels the opo been attended a long time by our most cele
present total of members 87,4/1 ; increase other suitable person :
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no A fresh supply is just received, and for sale by deldocs and liniments of the present day, for
in the year 34,038 ; 585 physicians have
the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted brated and experienced practitioners, and
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
given their testimony against the use of spir tice thereof to all persons interested in said es
tate,
by
causing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
to
give it the decided preference to every who had been reduced to almost the last
ENOCH
GOODALE,
Saco.
ituous liquors.
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
thing
else. Many physicians of eminence stages of existence by his complaint—had
Wholesale by
W. C. MITCHELL, Portland,
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks and Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastings, have used this ointment and extol its merits. ZosZ one eye /—and dreadful ulcers began to
The Rum Trade.—In a recent report be successively, that they may appear at a Pro Marsh & Co; W. C. Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P.
destroy his leg, and spread over his whole
CERTIFICATE.
fore the House of Representatives, by the bate Court to be holden at Alfred, in said Hall and others, Druggists in Boston, and all orders to
side, and to threaten a most painful and
I
the
undersigned
certify
that
my
daugh^
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mass.
Committee on Indian Affairs, it is stated county, rm the first Monday in September
ter aged 7 years was violently attacked with lingering death !—in communicating his
that whiskey, which costs at St. Louis 25 next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles case at large to the proprietor, makes he
BUST WANTED.
to contract so as to draw the leg under her following closing remarks—
cents per gallon, is commonly sold to the and shew cause, if any they have, why the
LL
persons
indebted
to
the
subscribers,
of said petition should not be granted.
similar to a person kneeling—we became aIndians on the navigable liters of the Mis prayerAttest,
by
note
or
account
of
more
than
3
My case was pronounced by my Physi
Wm. Cutter Allen, .Register.
larmed for her fate—were recommended to cians to be one of inveterate Scrofula. It is
months standing, are requested to pay the
souri, at twenty-five dollars per gallon.
A true copy-—Attest,
same immediately, as we do not wish to em try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it was im not necessary to inquire whether other
Also, that an extensive distillery is in opera
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
barrass a Lawyer with the collection of our mediately procured and applied,—and to my
August 9.
tion at the mouth of the Yellow Stone,
astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and means would have effected the cure. I can
debts.
t
‘ HUBBARD & BROOKS.
where alcohol diluted to proof, is exchanged
in a very short time the muscles were so re only say that Dr. Relfe’s Botanical Drops
Doughty’s Falls, June 10, 1834.
3m.
Vlapboarcls
¡Shingles.
with the Indians at sixty-four dollars per
laxed that the limb became perfectly re were the only means I made use of, (after
OR sale several lots of Clapboards dif
gallon, and when carried into the interior
stored.—1829.
the physicians had exhausted their skill,}
:
Wf"
Particular
ferent kinds and prime quality : Also, a
ROBERT GURNEY.
ata much higher price. Yet the iniquity in
LL persons having unsettled accounts
and have no reason to doubt, that under
quantity
of
Shingles.
For
further
particu

Portsmouth,
N.
H.
1831.
this case is not greater than it would be if
with the subscriber, of more than four
Providence, the Drops were the means of
lars inquire of
months standing, are requested to call and Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
they sold the liquor at cost.
relieving me from one of the most afflicting
BENAIAH LITTLEFIELD.
settle them.—And all persons indebted to the rjlHlS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of diseases that humanity is called to endure.”
Kennebunk, Aug. 2,1834.
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex
subscriber over four months are requested to
.Cause and effect.—A barrel of gin was
A Physician of eminence who had wit
ternally.
make payment without delay.
accidentally left exposed on the Pier, on
NOTICE.
In casés of common head-ache, bathe the nessed the efficacy of this article, had the
JO|IN FROST.
Monday night.—In the morning, it was dis
head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener candor recently to acknowledge to the
HIS is to certify, that as I, George
July 18,1834.
covered that the bung had ^een worked out,
ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in Proprietor, that he considered it the best
Getchell of Wells, have provided a
and about a gallon of gin had decanted. A
the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot medicine known, for the complaints for
maintainance for myself and wife, Mary
Wag-g-on for ^ale.
short time afterwards the body of an un Getchell, in the family with our son Isaac
NEW ONE HORSE WAGGON, well ton-wool and put it on the tooth ; it will gen which it is intended, and that it ought de
erally relieve in a short time.
known, man was found in the basin, a few Getchell, so I forbid all persons harboring
built. For sale at a low price by
servedly to stand at the head of the whole
When the joints are swelled or pained with
rods above the place where thegin cask was or trusting my wife Mary Getchell, on my
MILLER & HALL.
class of such remedies.
Rheumatism,
rubbing
them
with
this
elixir
account,
as
I
shall
pay
no
debts
of
her
con

July 25,1834.
exposed.—Albany Eve. Jour.
Price $1 a bottle, or 6 bottles for $5.
will relieve the pain and bring down the
tracting.
GEORGE GETCHELL.
%*None genuine unless signed on the
swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing
Wells, July 28, 1834.
Gosltns.—f Halloo, Mister !’ cried a pas
T® MT.
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, outside printed wrapper by the sole Propri
senger in a stage coach, to a rdugh looking
HE subscriber, having contracted with fffff F¥1HE Store in Alfred Village for- the swelling taken down, and the strength etor, T. Kidder, immediate successor to
foot passenger, ‘ Can you tell what has be
the overseers of the poor of the town IUjS.
merly Occupied by P. HALL, restored.
the late Dr. W. T. Conway.
For sale,
of Weils, to support all the paupers belong
come of those gosljns which were hatched
People troubled with weakness and pain in with all the other “ Conway Medicines,”
and
recently
by
G.
D.
Conant,
will
be
rented
ing
to
said
towp,
and
having
made
provision
last year on the top of that rock ?’ ( Four
their backs, may be cured by bathing with
or sold on reasonable terms.
at his counting Room, No. 99, next door to
this Elixir two or three times a day.
of them are dead,-sir,’returned Jonathan, for their support accordingly, he therefore
It
is
an
excellent
stand
for
a
trader,
being
J. Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
supporting
In
cases
of
pain
in
the
stomach
or
bowels,
' and the other I perceive is a passenger in any pauper of the town of Wells, on his located in the central part of the village.
& Hanover streets, near Concert Hall, Bos
by
taking
from
half
to
a
whole
table
spoonful
the stage coach? The gentleman was used account, except where he has made an agree
Apply to
MILLER & HALL.
or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will ton :—&a!so, by his special appointment,
up.
July
24,
1834.
ment for so doing.
soon be removed.
by
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
JOSIAS LITTLEFIELD.
Vegetable Bitters.
*^*Large discount to those who buy to
SCYTHES.
It would be well, s^ys the Providence
Wells, August 4, 1834.
This preparation is calculated to correct
D O Z. JOY & SONS’ superior the bile and create an appetite, by restoring sell again.
Commercial Advertiser^ to inform the inex
Tm,
^c.
SCYTHES
;
Also
—
a
quantity
of
the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
perienced, who may attempt to practice on
Shaker Rakes and Rifles, for safe by the
bothsub
as a restorative and to prevent disease,
the directions for making lucifer matches,
scriber.
WM.
LORD.
WILLIAM
LORD,
if/®The
above medicines are prepared
(which we copied from the Mechanic’s
June 26,1834.
HAS JUST RECEIVED
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, Pen
ALICOES ; Laces ; Quillings ;
Journal,] that great caution is necessary to
Chests Souchong Tea ;
hallow street, Portsmouth, N. H. where may
Edgings ; Fancy Hdkfs. ;
prevent an explosion, which may be inju
W 10 Bags Coffee ;
be found a general assortment of vegetable Palm Leaf Fans ; Black Lasting ; Linens ;
tvot
cje
rious, in incorporating the sulphuret and
20 Bbls. Genessee Flour ;
medicines, and also by the following gen Colored Cambrics, &c. &c.
chlorate together by grinding them.
10 Boxes Raisins; Pork ; Brown Sugar;
Just received by WILLIAM LORD.
HE subscriber having contracted with tlemen -At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
Hay Forks ; Scythes ; Scythe Sneaths ;
_
w
_____________
t____ w___support
rr_____
Kennebunk, July 26,. 1834.
the
town of Kennebunkxto
the at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
Saco Nails—all sizes ; Sheet Lead;
poor of said town for one year, hereby gives I by Timothy Walcott, ( General Agent,) SteIrishman’s notion of hanging.—An
Chaise & Entry Mats, &c. &c.
notice that he has made suitable provision for « phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover, J.
Irishman going to be banged, begged that
Particular J¥otice.
Kennebunk, July 26, 1834.
them at the town Work-House, and hereby ; H. Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts ; Portland,
'he rope might be tied under his arms inLL persons indebted to the subscriber of
forbids
all
persons
harboring
or
trusting
any
David
Griffith.
xead of round the threat ; il For,” said
three months standing, are requested to
*#*AI1 directions signed in the hand
^traw Carpeting
of the Paupers of sàid town, as he is deter— wri
£ at, « I am so remarkably ticklish in the
make payment previous to Sept. 20.
UST received, and for sale cheap, by
ting of the proprietor.
mined to pay no bill for their support.
throat, that if tied there, I’ll certainly kill
MOSES MORRILL, Agent.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
WILLIAM LORD.
ALEXANDER G. FURNALD.
myself with laughing.’5
Wells Corner, August 18,1834.
Kennebunk, July 26,1834.
Septi 14.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1834.
From the Western Monthly Magazine.
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